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Murray to
begin hunt
to fill post
at MMS
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Now it's Murray City Schools'
turn to fill an administrative vacancy in time for the upcoming school
year.
Last week, the system learned
that Tawnya Hunter was leaving her
spot as Murray
Middle's assistant principal to
accept the principal's position
crosstown
at
Calloway
County Middle,
giving that campus a valuable
late hire and
Reid
leaving a little
more than two weeks for MMS to
find a replacement for the 12-year
education veteran.
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
However, with a reputation for
Martin's Chapel cemetery
the
at
vandalism
of
wake
Numerous tombstones lie overturned in the
academics that reaches far beyond
week.
the immediate area, it seems the that occurred in the past
Murray district has a decent chance
to beat the clock.
"Typically, because of our high
level of academics and our history
and traditions, we have usually had
lots of strong candidates at all levels
of our system. That makes me optimistic about this. Plus, this is a university town, and that seems to be
an attraction by itself." Murray City
Superintendent Dale Reid said
Friday night after he returned from
On June 4, a mausoleum at the
the Kentucky Associatioo of School By KRIS ADAMS
investigation.
Administrators Conference in Staff Writer
"Basically we're just investigat- Murray City Cemetery was vandalout who's ized. The face plate of one of the
Louisville, where news of Hunter's
Murray Police Department are ing and trying to-figure
situation first surfaced.
said. "As far as tombs was removed and the casket
Rollins
it,"
doing
investigating vandalism at a ceme"I wasn"t too surprised by this.
how we stop it. I'm not going into a pulled out, then replaced. It did not
Road.
She's been a principal before (at tery on Martin Chapel
lot of detail about that."
appear that anyone had tried to open
More than 20 stones were vanBardwell's Carlisle County Middle)
The vandalism follows an incithe casket.
and she is pretty strong as a school dalized. according to Detective dent more than a week ago at the
If anyone has any information
time,
this
At
person. I thought it was a good Capt. Eddie Rollins.
same cemetery when nine stones
thing, because I want to see
police don't have a dollar amount as were vandalized. The most recent about these vandalisms, call the
to how much damage has been incident occurred after the previous Murray City Police at 753-1621 or
Crime Stoppers at 753-9500.
done, but the incident remains under stones had been reset.
2
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MPD investigating
cemetery vandalism

Bill Clinton
takes lead at
convention
By The Associated Press
BOSTON (AP) — Bill Clinton
gets an opening night moment in
the spotlight but it's John Kerry
who has the lead role, even in his
absence, as Democrats, open their
convention intent on putting the
Massachusetts senator in the White
House.
"Our objective is to show
personal
the
side of Senator
Kerry — his
character, his
Vietnam service, his leadership qualities,"
Mexico
New
Clinton
Bill
Gov.
Richardson, the
four-day convention's chairman,
said today.
As Kerry campaigned in Florida,
convention delegates readied for an
evening of speeches focused on his
stated vision for America: a strong
economy, a growing middle class.
affordable health care and a beefedup military.
"The reality is that the American
people don't focus on who they are
going to vote for entirely until the
conventions period," Richardson
said on CNN's "American
Morning" program. "What 'you
want to do is draw them in with a
message of what we're going to
do."

DNC
emocrats ast
inton, t e
occupant of the White House, dismissed any idea he might overshadow Kerry.
"I feel good about the way he
relates to voters," Clinton said
Sunday. As for himself: "I'm going
to give a talk and get out of town."
Kerry w as visiting the Kennedy
Space Center in the key state of
Florida today to talk about affordable health care. He popped into
Boston for a brief surprise appearance Sunday night at the YankeesRed Sox game, throwing out the
first pitch.
"It's great to be back in Boston
for a game like this," Kerry said
after the Red Sox won,9-6. He v. ill
make a grand entrance at the convention Wednesday, the day before
he accepts the party's presidential
nomination.
Clinton's wife, Sen. Hillary

NI See Page 2
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MPD officer injured arresting assault suspect
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray Police Department officers made an
arrest Saturday of a Murray man suspected of an
assault.
Around 1:09 p.m. officers responded to an
assault call at 307 S. 6th St. Upon arrival officers
discovered that an assault had taken place and the
suspect had left the scene, according to a release
from the Murray Police Department.
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Paris, Tenn.
man's body
is located
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PARIS, Tenn. — The body of
a Paris. Tenn.. man who drowned
in Kentucky Lake this past week-end was recovered early this
morning.
Authorities say Josh Riley, 21.
was on a pontoon boat that was
towing a friend and a child riding
an inner tube when both of them
fell into the water Saturday near .
Paris Landing. They only had one
life jacket between them, so,
reportedly. Riley attempted to
supply them with an additional

11 See Page 2
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The release stated that following a brief investigation, officers were sent to Peddlers Mall to
locate 19-year-old Schuyler McCurdy. McCurdy
was found next to a vehicle with a window busted out, the release stated.
After confrunted by police and refusing to
comply with officer's orders, McCurdy was
placed under arrest, during which he reportedly
assaulted MPD Officer Michael Robinson by
kicking him in the chest.

Red Cross volunteer back from Middle East stint
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
American Red Cross Armed
Forces Emergency Services volunteer Ash Duncan is proof of how
war can affect a
person mentally.
Days after
to
returning
Murray from a
six-month stint
in both Kuwait
and Iraq last
year, he was
reminded of life
in the Middle
Duncan
East.
"I had not heard the town's
storm sirens go off on the side of
town I was on. but on this night,
they went off and I immediately
reached for a gas mask that I didn't
have. That's what happens to you,"
Duncan said. "We had a lot of
bombing going on. Sometimes,
there was not an hour that would go

by without the alarm going off from
incoming missiles. It makes you
more tired than anything.
"It's amazing the things you
grow to get to used to."
After returning home in August,
Duncan was sent on another mission
to Afghanistan. That experience was
much like the seven he had before
Kuwait/Iraq with little action near
his location.
"One can't compare peacekeeping missions like were happening in
Bosnia and Kosovo with War on
Terror missions. They're altogether
different," said Duncan, who, like
all Red Cross representatives, has
never carried arms while on duty.
Armed Forces Emergency Services'
main duty is to serve as a liaison
between soldiers and their families.
Duncan left today for another
mission in South Korea.
"We had small things happening
in Bosnia, if at all.The first morning
of the (Iraq war), I knew it was hap-

pening because a missile exploded
100 meters outside the camp," he
recalled. "We had situations where
people from our base got injured.
We had soldiers with lost limbs. One
day, I met with a Jewish chaplain
whose mission had gotten canceled.
It was because his vehicle had been
attacked, and his driver had a hand
blown off. This was just very new
stuff for me.
"There was one time where we
had a missile coming in, and I was
caught outside the bunkers. All I had
was a jersey barker (a large upright
concrete barrier) and here were
things exploding overhead and, all
of a sudden, it had ended. Then, we
heard somebody cough into their
gas mask and it just scared us for a
minute," Duncan added. "Then. it
was one of those things where you
just joke about what you went

•See Page 2

Teresa Heinz Kerry, wife of presumptive presidential nominee
John Kerry, looks down at the convention floor at the
FleetCenter ja Boston on Sunday on the eve of the Democratic
National Contention.
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After being placed under arrest, McCurdy was
processed and lodged in the Calloway County
Jail. He is currently charged with disorderly conduct, resisting arrest, third degree assault on a
police officer, fourth degree assault and third
degree criminal mischief.
Robinson was treated an released from
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Detective
Capt. Eddie Rollins said Robinson is fine and has
returned to work.
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State's airmen return
from European tour

▪ MMS

NOTICE
•To report a newsworthy note
for the Town Crier, call 753-1916
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with guns patrolled nearby streets.
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Missing jogger's relatives see hope dwindle

Obituaries

By The Associated Press
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) Churches canceled meetings and
services to allow hundreds of con& Crematory
gregants to flood neighborhoods
go door-to-door in search of
and
753-7000
a missing pregnant woman whose
disappearance has baffled friends
Mrs. Lorraine B. Morris
and neighbors.
died
Paducah,
Mrs. Lorraine B. Morris, 96, Murray, formerly of
More than 3,000 people turned
Sunday, July 25, 2004, at 5:34 a.m. at West View Nursing Home,
out Sunday to distribute fliers and
Murray.
join the search for Lori Hacking.
She was of Christian Church faith. She was a member of PaducThe turnout was the largest since
and
Club
ah Art Guild, Market House Theater, Paducah Magazine
she vanished last Monday.
League of Women Voters.
Later _Sunday, about 200 peokfizabeth
Her husband, U.C. (Doc) Morris, and one granddaughter,
attended a candlelight vigil at
ple
Whitmer, both preceded her in death. Born May 28, 1908, in Henwhere the woman's car
park
a
Teresa
derson, she was the daughter of the late Charles Berry and
was found and where it had been
Townsend Berry.
presumed that she disappeared
Survivors 'include one daughter, Mrs. Nancy M. Whitmer, Murray;
while jogging.
two grandchildren, John Whitmer and wife, Tina, Birmingham, Ala.,
The family has been holding
and Robert Whitmer, Louisville; one sister, Mrs. Mary Moore, Evansmany as two news conferences
as
lle.
ville, Ind.; one brother, Thomas Clinton, Madisonvi
since the 27-year-old Was
day
a
Graveside services will be held at a later date.
missing. But they have
reported
no
but
ents,
arrangem
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of
been more reluctant to face reporters
visitation is scheduled.
since questions arose about the
credibility of Hacking's husband,
William 'Almond (Patch) Donegan
Mark.
William Almond (Patch) Donegan, 63, Lynnville area of Gravel
"We are all exhausted and we
Home,
Nursing
Place
Arbor
County, died Friday, July 23, 2004, at
feel we need to concentrate our
Puryear. Tenn.
efforts and our energies on findA retired carpenter, he was an Army veteran and
ing Lori," said Thelma Soares,
a member of the Church of Christ.
Hacking's mother.
One son, Scott Wilson Donegan, and one sister
Scott Dunaway, a leader in
both preceded him in death. He was the son of the
church and the family's
Soares'
late Almond H. Donegan and the late Willie Mae
newly named spokesman, said they
Brown Donegan.
had learned little as far as new
Survivors include his former wife, Mrs. Martha
ents in the investigation.
developm
Lou Donegan Allen, Calloway County; three daughters, Mrs. Teresa
of brown hair was found
clump
A
Hawks and husband, Henry, Dukedom, Mrs. Billie Damesworth and
a trash bin at a gas
in
Saturday
husband, Kenneth, Murray, and Mrs. Shammie Donegan, Paducah; one
than a block from the
less
station
of
both
,
sister, Mrs. Judy Steele, and one brother, Freddie Donegan
store where Mark Hacking bought
Memphis, Tenn.; five grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
a mattress before reporting his
Salem
A memorial service will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at New
wife missing. But police say they
Baptist Church.
know whether the hair was
don't
but
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield is in charge of arrangements,
Lori's.
no visitation is scheduled.
Detective Dwayne Baird, a

Imes-Miller
Funeral Home
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police spokesman. wouldn't confirm or deny a Deseret Morning
News report, citing unnamed
sources, that a bloody knife with
strands of hair was among items
taken from the Hackings' apartment.
"We took a lot of things out
of that apartment," Baird said. He
said police were still waiting on
test results from a search of the
apartment and surrounding area.
Baird said Mark Hacking, 28,
was still a "person of interest" in
the case, but he would not elaborate.
Mark Hacking reported his wife
missing just days before they were
to move to North Carolina, where
he had said he was going to attend
medical school. But he had lied
to his wife and family - he had
not been accepted to any medical
schOol and never even graduated
from college.
He also had initially said his
wife did not wake him up after
coming home from an early morning jog, as usual, and never showed
up to work. But police confirmed
Friday that Mark Hacking was at
a furniture store buying a new
mattress just before reporting to
police that Lori was missing.
He has been under psychiatric
care since police found him Tuesday running naked around a motel
not far from his home.
Lori Hacking's family and her
in-laws have said they want to
keep the focus on finding Lori,
not Mark's inconsistent statements.
"We continue to entertain all possibilities and we are prepared for
whatever the outcome may be,"
Douglas Hacking, Mark's father,
said in a written statement given
to The Associated Press."We would

AP PI-1,
ValePaul Soares, Lori Hacking's brother, left, and his wife,
of
aph
photogr
a
ra Soares, comfort one another next to
cana
at
silence
of
missing Lori Hacking during a moment
in
dlelight vigil held in Memory Grove Park, Sunday night
s
member
ity
commun
and
friends
Family,
Salt Lake City.
found
was
car
s
woman'
the
where
vigil
the
for
d
gathere
ared
and where it had been presumed that she disappe
while jogging a week ago.
like to think Mark had no part in
it. Our love for him has not

changed and our ultimate goal
still to bring Lori home."

Four killed as plane crashes into Penn. hangar

UK police issue
alert after assault
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)- Campus police at the University of
Kentucky issued a safety warning Saturday afternoon as they investigated a sexual assault report.
A woman who was visiting the UK Medical Center said she
was sexually assaulted between 2:30 and 3:30 a.m. EDT Saturday
the
morning, police said in a statement. The assault occurred in
hospital's 4 parking structure, the statement said.
The woman could not give a description of her attacker, police
said.
Police were advising people to park in well-lighted areas, the
statement said.

Safety Board had been called to
the scene to investigate.
"Since it is a non-towered airport. we have no air traffic control tapes," Peters said.
New Garden Township police
Lt. Kevin McCarthy said the victims were two men, ages 38 and
45, and two boys, ages 8 and 12
Their names were not immediately released pending notification of
their families. They were believed

PA28 had been performing touchand-go landings, in which a plane
touches down on the runway and
immediately takes off again.
"When he was departing. he
struck the left side of the hangar
on the last touch-and-go he attempted," Peters said.
The fire destroyed the plane
and several parked cars and charred
the side of the hangar.
The National Transportation

TOUGHKENAMON, Pa. (AP)
- A small plane crashed into an
airport hangar and burst into flames
Sunday, killing two men and two
boys, authorities said.
The single-engine propeller
plane crashed about 4:15 p.m. at
New Garden Airport, about 20 miles
southwest of Philadelphia in Chester
County, Federal Aviation Administration spokesman Jim Peters said.
Peters said the Piper Arrow

to be related
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Man turns himself in
after Amber Alert issued
RUSHVILLE. Ind.(AP)-Two Hyden. 39.
Police said Hyden picked up
children who were the subject of
would be
an Amber Alert Sunday were found the children saying they
,
Rushville
in
breakfast
to
going
police
man
the
unharmed after
of Indiwere searching for surrendered in about 40 miles southeast
anapolis.
Kentucky.
He later called Johnson and
Rushville Police said Tamara
children
Johnson reported Sunday morning told her that he and the
. Elvis
Kentucky
to
going
were
Hyden,
Danyelle
children.
her
that
police
to
ed
surrender
later
Hyden
were
13,
IS. and Alan Hyden.
Ky.
abducted by their father. Elvis in Pulaski County,
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Senior Citizens Center offers
AARP driver safety program

Ladies of Murray Country Club

Engagement

The Ladies of the Murray Coun- Green;
Tee 6 - Venela Ward, lnus On.
try Club will play golf at the club
on Wednesday with tee-off time Evelyn Jones and Betty Lowry;
Tee 9- Susan Johnson, Cathryn
at 9 a.m. Anyone not listed in the
line-up is welcome to come and Garrott, Rebecca Landoll and Helen
be paired at the tee. If listed, but Dunn.
Winners of golf play on July
unable to play, call the pro-shop
21 have been released by Betty
or the hostess, Amy McDowell.
Lowry, hostess, as follows:
The line-up is as follows:
Championship flight - Linda
Tee IA - Betty Jo Purdom,
winner, Amy McDowell.
Burgess,
and
Hulse
Frances
Linda Burgess,
runner-up:
Barbara Gray;
First flight - Inus Orr. ss inner.
Tee 111 - Ann Stanley, Betty
Shepperson, Beth Belote and Patsy Barbara Gray, runner-up;
Second flight - Evelyn Jones,
Chaney:
Tee 3 - Ve Severns, Jennifer winner, Betty Lowry. runner-up:
Third flight - Norma Frank.
Crouse, Amy McDowell and Sue
Brenda Rowland. runnerwinner,
Outland;
Tee 4 - Freda Steely, Brenda up;
Nine holers - Ann Stanley, winRowland, Norma Frank and Patty
ner. Betty Shepperson. runner-up,
Vetter;
Low putts - Sue Outland. Venela
Tee 5 - Ann Brown, Betty Stewart. Marilyn Adkins and Patsy Ward and Marilyn Adkins tied.

The AARP Driver Safety Program will be offered at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center from 12:30 to 3 p.m.
on Aug. 24, 25 and 26.
The eight-hour classroom refresher course is
especially designed for drivers at the age of 50
and older. Students will learn defensive driving
techniques, new traffic laws and rules of the
road.
Through interacting with one another, seniors
find out how to safely adjust their driving to
compensate for age-related changes in vision, hearing and reaction time.
There are no tests given. Auto insurance
Jo's
counts are available in most states. The cost of
Datebook
$10.
By Jo Burkeen the course is
call 753-0929 or come by the
up,
To
sign
Community
at the Weaks Community
located
Center,
Senior
Editor
Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray.

Blood Drive will be on Wednesday

Kenlake Ladies Golf

Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will have a
blood drive on Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. The bloodmobile
will he at the Murray courthouse parking lot at 101 South Fifth Si.
All types of blood are needed to help with the emergency blood
shortage.

MES Council to meet Wednesday
Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
will meet in closed session for hiring of personnel on Wednesday at
3:30 p.m. in the conference room of the school, according to Janet
Caldwell, principal.

Baptist Men will prepare dinner
Baptist Men of Westside Baptist Church will host a fund-raising
spaghetti supper on Wednesday night. For reservations call the church
office at 753-8240 today. A portion of the money will go to the
Good Samaritan Ministry.

Alzheimer's group plans meeting
Alzheimer's Support group for discussion will meet Tuesday at
4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For information call Cindy Ragsdale, LSW at 762-1108.

r,

Breast Cancer group will meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in
the Center for Health and Wellness. This is sponsored by the American Cancer Society. For more information call Evelyn Wallis at 4892462.

ars

Cardiac Rehab group will meet
1

Cardiac Rehab Support Group will meet Tuesday from 6 to 7 p.m.
in the third floor classroom of the hospital. Adam Blalock, exercise
specialist will present "The Ins and Outs of Exercise. For more information call Jerri Mjos, charge nurse and coordinator, at 762-1170.

Parkinson's group will meet
ed
his

's
and
fe
rY
:ther
be
f his

r The

Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday at noon at the Senior
Citizens Center at Weaks Community Center. Group exercise will he
offered. For more information call Dixie Hopkins at 753-6001.

CCHS announces special fee days
Calloway County High School students for the 2004-2005 school
year may pick up their schedules and pay fees as follows: Seniors
on Tuesday; Juniors on Wednesday; Sophomores on Thursday; and
Freshmen and new students on Friday. Schedules may be picked up
in the main office at CCHS from 8 to 11 a.m. and noon to 3 p.m.
to
on each of these days. All offices will be closed from 11 a.m.
lunch.
noon for

MHS Council schedules meeting
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Johnson and Sams
announce the engagement

Dennis and Margaret Johnson of Murray
and approaching marriage of their daughter. Sabrina Johnson, to Curtis Sams, son of Wayne and Glenna Sams of Cunningham.
Miss Johnson is the granddaughter of Betty Johnson and the late
Elwood Johnson and Mr. and Mrs. Otis Colson. all of Aurray.
Mr. Sams is the grandson of Roy and Maxine DeJanett of Blandville
and the late Hugh and Marie Sams of Cunningham.
The bride-elect is a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is employed by Hampton Physical Therapy.
The groom-elect is a 1996 graduate of Carlisle County High School
and is attending Mid-Continent University majoring in business management. He is employed by Paducah Winnelson Company.
The wedding will be Saturday. Aug. 7. 2004. at 5 p.m. at Beulah
Baptist Church. Fancy Farm.
All relatives and friends arc invited.

BirthAnnouncement

The Kenlake Ladies Golf League
will meet for breakfast on Wednesday at 8 a.m. at the Kenlake Hotel
dining room.
Golf play will follow at the
Bill Hamrick Memoriat'Golf Course
at Kenlake State Resort Park. Visitors are welcome.
Twenty-two ladies played golf
game using only two clubs and
their putter on July 21. The winners were high score and low
score. Winners tied with a score
of 30 were Helen Tucker. Jamie

The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club met Wednesday for the
regularly scheduled golf play.
A scramble was played. Winning first was the team of Carla
Stokes, Linda LaRochelle, Nancy'
Rogers and Irene Woods. Winning
Jefferson Pilot Securities
Corporation Branch Office
Sycamore • Suite A

Danielle Rhea
Ann Harris

COMING SOON'

The 17th Weeruns
Children's Consignment Sale

•

w an
hand

Ladies clothing alsoi
children's clothing,
A consignment sale of quality
toys, and equipment' Seller receives 707.1
This sale is ;11 I'S 8th year e.nd is huge' There ore hundreds of
is ONLY in
consigners and thousands of itansl And WeefURS
Murray. Kentucky' You have got to see it to believe it
Calf toll-free now to participate) 1 -877-753-555I

JON

D. KING

REGISTERED REPRESENTATIVE
753-5236

Danielle Rhea Ann
Harris

Call For A Free Quote
• LIFE INSURANCE
• 40I(K)• SEPs • IRAs
• IRA/401(K) ROLLOVERS
• ANNUITIES
• MUTUAL FUNDS
--son Poc: ecsr-rties (-7-p<yalicc. Ter •
-.,.on S!D6
,
'')e NASD 9PC and ?":

Or visit the website to get a number and details
wwwityweeruns corn
Located on Hwy. 641 across from
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet. Look for the red
and white striped buildingl

ear Tt..e_p

Co,t$itittment- Clotlies
Men • Women • Children
4 Maternity • Nursing
:titme Retttat ,
Adult Co,

jame Brand Clothes Out Daily! Sales 20-75% ON
More $1 Items First of Month
Open Mon.-Sat. 10 am-6 pm • 605 S. 12th St. • 762-0207

Quit Smoking Classes
Cooper Clayton Method to Stop Smoking

•

nored
it is not

Classes begin
August 3rd
5:30 - 6:30
Stuart Poston Health &
Wellness Center

Classes available in surrounding counties.
Call the local health center for details.
,t.,SE
D4)/••
C;rs

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUt•Tv

4,k,4
,c4S
47.4 DEPARI"'"
CALLOWAY COUNTY
HEALTH CENTER

pleS•it•L

heakhaer new placr

•

SUBSCRIBE
BE IN DEMAND
WITH A CAREER
IN COSMETOLOGY
NAIL TECHNICIAN

MATINEES EVERYDAY

Catwoman
PG13 - 1:15 - 3:30 - 7:00- 9:15
Spider-Man 2
PG13- 1:10 - 3:55 - 7:20- 10:00
A Cinderella Story

Now
Enroll% for
August 2

1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

RITA'ecrt.

Kt-P

anci Gift.Shoppe
• Green leof Candles & Scents
• %toy Engelbreit•!tome Decors
• I-tin-Service Florist

• Diploma in 10 1/2 or 4 month,
• Hands-On Training
• In Depth Color
knowledge
• Pivot Point Training
• One on One Training
• Highly Qualified Instructors

Theatres

Sponsored by.

s Newest r orist

4 Si .
"

4

August 10th - August 14th

second was the team of Shirley
Wade, Laura Parker and Janet Kirk.
Scramble golf play will he held
at 9 a.m. on Wednesday.
Line-up will be made at the
tee with Janet Kirk and Kitty
Steele as hostesses.

Tke Ckellq
V. Tut
Fit&GiL

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Ray Harris of Murray are the parents of
a 4pughter, Danielle Rhea Ann
Harris, born on Monday. July 5,
2004, at 10:59 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed four pounds
14 ounces and measured 18 inches. The mother is the former Darnta Dawn Walker.
Grandparents are Danny and
Judy Walker and Sam and Judy
Harris, all of Murray.
are
Great-grandparents
Willodean Walker of Murray.
John McCuan of Farmington.
and Rudy and Mary Nell Barnett of Murray.

Call to
Register
753-3381

Mullins. Hazel Hill. Neva. Aldene.
Ann Tynes. and her guest. Sandra
Lyles. and Connie McManus.
Winning a score of 38 were
Norma Stephenson, Betty Judah and
Donna Peyton, Priscella Holt had
a chip in on hole number 5.
Others that played were Ina
Horton, Bobbe Manning. Louise
Parker. JoAnn Wardynski, Edith
Lamond, Evelyn Blivin, Dotty
Elliott, Mary Neale Barton. Sue
Thetford. Linda Breck and Freda
Elkins.

Ladies of the Oaks

'Back to School Blast' Tuesday

to 7
The "Back to School Blast.' v ill be held Tuesday from 3
Maple
and
Fifth
at
located
Church,
Methodist
United
p.m. at the First
school
Streets, Murray. The event is open to any Calloway or Murray
underwear,
socks,
receive
to
required
student. Income verification is
contact
haircut vouchers and school supplies. For more information
759-9592,
the Family Resource or Youth Service Centers at 762-7333,
762-7390 or 762-7365.

com

PG - 1:35 - 3:45 - 6:55 - 9:05
The Bourne Supremacy

P013 - 1:20 - 3:40 - 7:35 - 9:55

I, Robot

270-753-6944
The leademN of

P013- 12:50- 3:20- 7:25 - 9:45

The Notebook
PG13 - 1:30 - 7:05
King Arthur
PG13 - 4:00 - 9:35
Anchorman
PG13- 1:00 - 3:10 - 7:15 - 9:2u
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU JULY 29
Program Information Call 753-3314

• 1. •

•

The Academy Programs Are
Designed With the Student in Mind
PIVOT
POIflT

NOW OPEN
M-F 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
1407 S. Main • Murray
(formerly Owen's Market)

"Making the decision to have a child
is momentous. It is to decide forever
to have your heart go walking around
outside your body."
— Elizabeth Stone

tit

•
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LOUIS 6- SAN FRANCISCO 0

Cardinals avoid Giant sweep
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Motivated
by his worst start of the year,
Mau Morris was at his best against
the San Francisco Giants.
Morris threw a seven-hitter for
his seventh career shutout and the
St. Louis Cardinals took advantage of Jerome Williams' wildness
for a 6-0 victory over the San
Francisco Giants on Sunday.
"I needed today." Morris said.
"I wanted to go out there and put
my piece in today."
The Cardinals avoided a sweep
after losing the first two games
of the three-game series, and beat
the Giants for only the second
time in seven games at home the

last two seasons.
The NL Central leaders have won
16 of 20 overall, and 13 of 16 at
home.
"If we're lucky. we might see
them in the playoffs." Giants manager Felipe Alou said. 'That club
there, that will make the playoffs."
Morris (11-6) threw his 15th
career complete game to bounce
back from his worst start of the
season, when he lasted 1 2-3 innings
and gave up seven runs in the
Cardinals' 11-8 comeback victory
over the Cubs on Tuesday. He
helped himself by inducing double plays to end the fourth, fifth,

sixth, and ninth, emphasizing his
sinker.
Much of this season, lie's relied
more on changing speeds.
"I sped up my delivery a little bit, tried to get my arm in
front and keep throwing my sinker
like I have my whole career,"
Morris said. "1- kind of got away
from it at the beginning of the
year."The teams' big stars — Barry
Bonds and Albert Pujols — both
got the day off.
Pujols has a sore heel and is
0-for-7 against Williams. Alou maximized rest for Bonds, considering their next game is Monday

night in San Diego.
"He's the best hitter in the
game, so anytime they take him
out of the lineup it's a big hole,"
Morris said. "You've got to • stay
focused, but obviously not having
him in the lineup helps."
Yadier Molina' two-run single
was the only hit in the fifth off
Williams (9-7), who walked three
straight and also issued an 'intentional walk in the inning. Marlon
Anderson had a bases-loaded sacrifice fly for the first run of the
rally, and center fielder Marquis
Grissom's throw home on the play
was late and wide, allowing the
runners to move up.

AP Photo

celebrates his complete
St. Louis Cardinals Matt Morris
Giants Sunday in St.
game victory over the San Francisco
Louis.The Cardinals won 6-0.
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thought: "It depends on if you
want to win. I do. Lance Armstrong."
Martin Macs. 39,from Antwerp,
Belgium, wore a shirt urging, "Go
for 7." He likes countryman Eddy
Merckx, a five-time winner. But,
like Armstrong. Macs survived
testicular cancer and now rides
PARIS I AP) -- All people saw, hard again.
on first pass, was a yellow flash
"That's why I understand his
tucked within the blur of blue greatness," he said. "Everybody
that led the pack down the Champs- who is jealous says he uses dope.
Elysees
I don't believe it because I know
But that was all it took. Paris what drives him."
yelled its heart out.
Macs said he loved sports but
Lance Armstrong, the 32-year- was not one to collect memoraold Texan who fought past can- bilia or hang up posters of his
cer to get back on his hike, was heroes. "My one dream is to ride
the first six-time victor in the a little way with Lance and get
101 -year history of Tour de France, over Eddy Merckx."
surely the world's most grueling
No one estimated how many
athletic event.
Americans were among the hunA swirl of red, white and blue dreds of thousands lining the
le Tricolore of France. Champs-Elysees and its approachflags
Old Glory and the Lone Star — es, but Tour veterans say their numhailed Armstrong's azure-clad U.S. ber seemed to be triple that of
Postal Service team. But he wore past years.
the yellow jersey that says it all:
Many were obvious from their
winner.
waving flags, red and blue cowOne hand-lettered banner in boy hats and star-spangled getthe tumult declared: "It's Not ups.
About the Bike!" That is the title
Rusty McCain. a lanky comof Armstrong's biography and, his puter specialist with swept-back
friends %ay, the hallmark of an shades and a "Greater Nashville"
amazing career.
biking jersey, watched in quiet
Under clear skies on a warm wonder as the pack flashed past.
day, the atmosphere was part car"He is just an amazing athlete
nival.
who dominates not only the physFour young women stood side- ical part, but he also has an
by-side to form a mosaic Amer- incredible mental toughness," he
ican flag. They wore body paint said. "He makes everyone better,
and not much of anything else.
those who ride with him and
A man in a yellow "Lance" those against him."
shirt wore a gigantic big-bad-wolf
He added, "Armstrong does
head. complete with a grand- what Tiger Woods has done. He
mother's nightcap.
has revised the limits of the game."
Eager fans clamored up the
McCain and his wife, Mary
AP Photo
sycamores along the fabled Paris Ann, on their first trip to France,
his way
on
e
Squar
boulevard and hung precariously declared themselves thrilled by
rde
Conco
on
pack
the
in
of Austin, Texas, rides
from newspaper kiosks and tele- the beauty and the kindness of Lance Armstrong
the final stage between
Tour de France cycling race victory, after
ht
straig
sixth
a
to
phone booths.
strangers. "I didn't get into polBut when people stopped to talk, itics." he said. "I came for the Montereau and Paris Sunday.
No French rider finished in
slowly disenthusiasm was tinged with rev- bikes."
"It was a nice reason to feel the act. As the crowd
top 10. but a clear majority
the
erence.
Rachel Couch, 22, and Tiffany proud to be an American," Couch persed, speakers along the
sed admiration for Armexpres
ever,
rider
t
.
greates
Tacoma
the
"He's
Odell, 21. students from
really felt that Champs-Elysees blared, "All 1 strong, even if sometimes grudghaven't
"1
said.
full stop." said Jake Hobbs. 32. Wash., were so carried away they
Wanna Do," a hit by Armstrong's ingly.
lately."
a London math teacher. The mes- broke into "The Star-Spangled way
end, rock star Sheryl Crow.
girlfri
into
got
also
hosts
The French
sage on his T-shirt completed his Banner."

Armstrong school's
Tour de France riders
for sixth straight
tour victory in as
many years

MICHAEL DANNiLedger&Times photo

Former Murray State Racer
Kelvin Brown has transfered
to Division-II Henderson State
in Arkadelphia, Ark.

Brown
transfers
out of MSU
Stet Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Klevin Brown is getting a second chance.
The former Murray State Racer
basketball player who was a standout on the court and who also
stood out away from the hardwood as well, will play at Division II Henderson Sate University this year.
Henderson State. in Arkdelphia
Ark.. was 24-7 last season and
won the Gulf South Conference
Western Division.
In addition from being suspended from the 2004 NCAA Tournament, Brown was earlier dismissed from the Racer program
in April after several drug-related
incidents. In May, he pleaded
guilty in Calloway District Court
to posession of marijuana and
posession of drug paraphernalia
charges.
Racer head coach Mick Cronin
was not avaialble for comment,
but Brown will not have to sit
out a year if he would have transfered to another DI program.
According to MSU Sports Information Director Steve Parker, "If
he goes to a D-II school, he can
play right away. He won't have
to sit out for a year."

Tricky Ricky: I'm Done

AP Photo

ins that he's retiring after just five years in the
Ricky Williams has told the Miami Dolph
y.
NFL, The Miami Herald reported Sunda

MIAMI(AP) — Ricky Williams camp.
"I was definitely surprised,"
phoned it in.
back Jay Fiedler said, "espequarter
his
shared
he
,
Hawaii
From
the timing."
with
cially
stunning decision to retire with
who rushed for 3,225
ms,
Willia
Dave
coach
ns
Miami Dolphi
s with the DolWannstedt. Their conversation last- yards in two season
edt on Frid
Wannst
notifie
phins,
calls.
ne
ed three or four telepho
retirement
"I was having lunch with my day and planned to file
with the
week
this
early
papers
wife — that was a great lunch,"
trainfirst
its
holds
Miami
NFL.
kept
"We
.
Sunday
said
Wannstedt
y.
t
Saturda
workou
camp
ing
getting cut off. He was using callWilliams has always been a
ing cards because he didn't have
But retirement
his cell phone, so it was diffi- breakaway threat.
five seasons in
after
27
age
at
cult."
Yes, Williams could have han- the NFL?
"I was surprised, as everybody
dled his decision a hit more smooththe organization is." Wannstedt
in
the
from
come
it
ly. Not only did
a team game. Every
middle of the Pacific, hut it left said. "But it's
challenges. Every
meets
team
great
void
the Dolphins with a huge
to overcome obstahas
team
great
g
trainin
before
week
a
less than

cks. And we have people at all
positions that will do that."
Williams' .decision was first
reported Sunday by The Miami Herald.
"You can't understand how free
I feel," he told the Herald in a
phone interview from Hawaii before
continuing his travels with a flight
to Tokyo.
Long ambivalent about life in
the spotlight, he said there's no
chance he'll change his mind. But
his agent, Leigh Steinberg, held
out the possibility that the retirement could be temporary.
Williams might be back in South
Florida by the end of the week,
Steinberg said.

II See WILLIAMS Page 7

Fayette schools mulling
who can play high
school sports and when
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)— Middle school athletes in Fayette CounYou're out to win.
ty are caught in the midst of a
You're not out to
debate about the future of who
can play middle and high school please people. y
sports.
The Fayette County school board
— Carley I31akenship, junior
has been discussing limiting roughMembers of the Murray Youth Swim Team (from left) Dylan
at Bryan Station High School
Frye, Jesus Auqueros, Erik Hanna, Daniel McGee, coach
ly 200 middle school students to
in Lexington
Pat Wathen, Holly Oatman, Nicole McGee, Lauren Gibson
playing at either the middle or
been advised of that opinion. But
and Logan Oatman competed in a meet at the Calvert
high school level, but not both.
July.
in
Club
nt
ry
state department officials still want
ntende
Count
City
Fayette School Superi
ask
to'explore the issue further.
will
he
Stu Silberman said
to
night
y
Monda
Carley Blankenship, who will
the school board
coachuntil
action
a junior at Bryan Station High
be
any
postpone
s
player
and
ors
fall, has played basketball
this
direct
c
athleti
es,
there since sixth grade. She said
can weigh in.
students bumped
"We haven't heard all sides of she's seen older
girls.
by younger
yet," Silberman said.
s. He this
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St. is the agent for both player
"If a middle-schooler comes in
boys
l
Critics say middle-schoo
it a primade
n
had
Jackso
said
draft
d
first-roun
signed
Rams
Louis
the high-schooler's spot,
g camp, and girls bump high school stu- and takes
pick Steven Jackson to a five- ority to sign before trainin
raged," she
with two dents off teams and rob them of they quit or get discou
year, $7 million contract on Sun- which begins Wednesday
You're
win.
to
out
u're
-Yo
said.
workouts in Macomb, Ill.
extracurricular opportunities.
day.
."
people
please
to
out
not
"We never anticipated any probThe deal includes a $4 million
Supporters of the middle school
Some parents see a danger in
signing bonus lems," Arceneaux said. "It was athletes insist that youngsters gain
be
to
Steven
for
ant
import
very
the
n,
Jackso
for
allowing students to play both midfrom being able to compete on
24th overall pick in camp on time, so we sort of
dle school and high school sport
both middle and high school teams
and the first run- pushed for that."
simultaneously.
The Rams' first-round pick last during the same academic year.
ning back taken.
Dunbar parent Robert Scott.
He ran for 3,625 year, defensive tackle Jimmy
State law prohibits the high
son played baseball and
workwhose
of
days
yards and 39 Kennedy, missed five
school athletic governing authorier plays basketball
daught
g.
signin
whose
before
touchdowns in outs
ty from regulating middle school
he's seen midsaid
l,
As a senior, Jackson gained
softbal
and
three seasons at
s. Some people argue that
athlete
career
a
scored
and
yards
1,545
dle school students playing in
Oregon State.
law might keep the Fayette
Rams high 19 touchdowns while also the same
The
freshman, junior varsity and varof Education from
have tentatively establishing himself as a receiv- County Board
sity games on the same night.
Jackson
a ing threat for the first time. He restricting middle school athletes
scheduled
"I don't think it's good for the
receptions (44), to just one level.
news conference for Monday for had career bests in
girls to be out there playing that
and receivJackson. He is envisioned as the receiving yards (470)
Kentucky Department of Edumuch in one night," he said. "You're
(3).
successor to Marshall Faulk, who ing touchdowns
cation spokeswoman Lisa Gross
slots
two
up
traded
g at almost an abuse of the
Louis
lookin
St.
is entering his 12th NFL season.
said the state's legal counsel thinks situation. There's a health issue
Dallas
the
after
n
Jackso
get
to
signed
is
Faulk
The 31-year-old
al would
Cowboys — widely expected to the Fayette board's propos
there, wearing the kids out."
through 2008.
man has
Silber
pick.
be legal and that
Rocky Arceneaux of St. Louis take him with the 22nd

di

Rams first-rounder
RB Jackson signs

giving them a good show."
Williams (31-3, 26 KO) arrived
on a commercial flight Sunday
night.
Laila Ali, daughter of former
heavyweight champion Muhammad
Ali, also arrived in Louisville on
Sunday. She is scheduled to fight
on the undercard.
Friday's fight will be the first
of a two-year, seven-match plan
to help Tyson (50-4, 44 KO) get
out of more than $25 million worth
of debt and put him back on the
road to becoming a contender
again.
Trainer Freddie Roach believes
Tyson can be a force in the heavyweight division again.
"The heavyweight division isn't
deep right now," Roach said in a
teleconference July 15.

•WILLIAMS ...
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
GB
Pet
536
45
52
Atlanta
1 ,2
531
46
52
Phaadetphia
490 4 1I2
50
48
Florida
5
485
50
47
New York
378 15 1 2
61
37
Montreal
Central Division
GB
Pct
—
633
36
62
St Louis
10
531
46
52
Chicago
1.2
12
505
49
50
Cincinnati
13
500
49
49
Houston
495 13 1/2
49
48
Milwaukee
14
490
47
49
Pittsburgh
West Division
GB
Pci
—
588
40
57
Los Angeles
112
3
551
44
• 54
San Diego
31/2
550
45
55
San Francisco
429 15 1/2
56
42
Colorado
31027 1/2
31
69
Arizona

Sunday's Gams*
Montreal 6 Flonda 4
Atlanta 4, N V Mets 3
Pittsburgh 6. Cincinnati 5
Philadelphia 3 Chicago Cubs 2
Houston 9 Milwaukee 1
St Louis 6 San Francisco 0
San Diego 3 Los Angeles 0
Colorado 3 Arizona 2
Monday's Gaines
Atlanta IWright 7.5i at Pittsburgh (Benson 8.7i 605
pm
n 1NY Mets (Erickson 0-01 at Montreal (Patterso
21. 6 05 p m
Burnett
J
IA
Philadelphia IMillwood 8-51 at Florida
1-5). 6 05 p m
9St Louis 1W Williams 7-6,i at Cincinnati iP Wilson
2) 6 10 p m
705
Anzona (Webb 3-11) at Houston I Pettele 6-31
pm
Chicago Cubs (Clement 7-91 at Milwaukee ISantos
9-4), 7105 p m
Los Angeles (Ishii 11-51 at Colorado (Estes 10-41
8 05 pm
(Peavy
San Francisco (Rueter 5-8) at San Diego
3). 9:05 p ri

TIM LEMONS
RA/AtBIRD

6 05 pm
NY Yankees (Vazquez 11 -hi at '
0-0) 6'05 p m
Defoe iMaroth 7-71 at Clevmand iC. Lee
pm
Minnesota (Radke 6-6i at Chicago White S.'
iButihrle 10-31 7 05 p m
Texas iDrese 6-56 at Anaheim (Esootai 5.7
m
Seattle iBlackley 1-2, at Oakland !Zito
p

the Murray High School junior
•All eighth graders interested in trying out for
school practice field for prachigh
the
to
report
varsity boys' soccer team should
are required prior to practice on Monday. Aug. 2, at 5:30 p.m. Physical exams
tice.
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Phone
Book

Photo

New Orleans Saints
"Right now he seems at peace joined the
Mike Ditka used all
coach
when
to
s
intend
and
on
with his decisi
picks to acquire the
draft
his
of
retire," Steinberg said. "Whether
g back. Ditka said
runnin
ut
stando
or
term
short
it ends up being
spoken with
hasn't
he
y
Sunda
long term, we'll have to see."
about six months and
in
ms
Willia
Williams told the Herald mar- was taken aback by the retirement
ijuana tests he failed had a minor news.
influence on his decision, but were
only one of many factors. In May,
The Palm Beach Post reported that
Williams tested positive for marijuana and faced a fine of at least
IRRIGATION SPECIALIST
$650,000 for violating the league's
substance-abuse policy for a second time since joining the Dolphins.
His attorney, Gary Ostrow, said
Lawn Sprinklers & Outdoor Lighting Since 1980
there was no violation, and a nilt At A Fair Price
ing on Williams' appeal was pendProfessional People, Installing A Quality Produc
Herald
the
told
ms
Willia
But
ing.
(270) 435-4776 • Murray, KY
he has gotten around drug tests
in the past by taking a special
liquid players all over the league
GLOBAL MORTGAGE LINK, TALC
consume to avoid detection.
NI,,rtg-agy
"Fhc lcar hencc I.t)r .XII
"I don't know really what he
XSAVER1
ASK ABOUT FLE
was talking about," Wannstedt said.
FLEXIBILITY
THE ULTIMATE IN MORTGAGE
Steinberg said money wasn't an
PRIME (•CIIIMENTLY 4.M%)
BELOW
2SOK
AT
STARTING
"
RATES
E) WITH UP TO 9S% LOAN-TO-VALUE
issue in the retirement. Williams,
• ABSOLUTELY NO PMI (MORTGAGE INSURANC
Of PRIMARY RESIDENCES. VACATION HOMES,
ES
young
REFINANC
three
AND
S
has
PURCHASE
FOA
but
WORAS
•
who is single
AND INVESTMENT PROPERTY
Al WILL
children, was to make at least $3.6
EQUITY LINE OF CREDIT, SO YOU CAN ACCESS EQUITY
• ACTS AS A 1ST MOATGAGE HOME
incenwith
,
1ST 10 TEARS
FOR
MADE
million this season
BE
CAN
PAYMENTS
ONLY
• INTEREST
$1,000 MONTNLY PAYMENT 1,04y
tives possibly pushing that as high
Mirth E300,000 LOAM •se,
TO till
pprort Sri TI Pt iSP
45) piprvin
•RATF-S .41,17 mews .4 41,
as $6 million.
MANY OTHER LOAN PROORIUMS AVAILABLE
After winning the Heisman Tro(270)753-7407
phy at Texas in 1998. Williams

Sunday's Gaines
Toronto 5 Tampa Bay 3
Cleveland 5, Kansas City I
Minnesota 8. Baltimore 4
Detroit 9 Chicago White Sox 2
Seattle 6 Anaheim 2
Oakland 9 Texas 2
Boston 9, N V Yankees 6
Monday's Gam**
44
Boston IP Martinez 0-41 at Baltimore (Be-laid

SportsBriefs

Former heavyweight champion Mike Tyson speaks to a
German reporter upon his
arrival Sunday at Louisville
International Airport. Tyson
is scheduled to fight Danny
Williams on Friday.

"I'd love to talk to him and
try to talk him out of it," Ditka
said from Chicago. "It seems kind
of foolish to me, but I don't know
what's on his mind. You're just
destroying a great career. He's a
talent. To let that all go to waste
doesn't make a lot of sense."

American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
GB
Pct
—
629
36
61
New Yori
7 1/2
551
44
54
Boston
459 16 1/2
53
45
Tampa Bay
17
454
53
44
Baltimore
439 18 1,2
55
43
Toronto
Central Division
GB
Pct
L
W
—
551
44
54
Minnesota
1,2
547
43
52
Chicago
1.2
505 4
49
50
Cleveland
8
469
52
46
Detroit
361 18 1.2
62
35
Kansas City
-West Division
GS
Pet
L
41
55
Texas
5.4,
44
53
Oakland
53'
46
52
Anaheim
17 1
392
59
38
SeaMe •

The Best "Read"Book In
Town Is Coming...

Tyson arrives in Louisville for match
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Mike Tyson arrived in Louisville
on Sunday night and immediately
predicted a victory in his bout
with ,Danny Williams.
"Knockout," Tyson said.
Tyson, dressed in a yellow shirt
with green trim, white shorts and
white sneakers, brushed through
the airport, answering a few questions from a band of reporters before
departing in a limousine.
The 38-year-old former heavyweight champion and convicted
rapist arrived via a private flight,
pronounced himself in great shape
and anxious to take on Williams
Friday night.
"I'm just ecstatic to be here,"
said Tyson, toting several books
about his hobby, pigeons."I'm looking forward to doing my part and
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• Small Handy Size
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• Local Phone Numbers
y
• Ad Rates 40-60% LESS Than The Phone Compan
• Local Kentucky Sales Staff
• Members of All Local Chambers of Commerce

NO more large confusing
.:_books to look through
to find a local phone number.

S

CALLOWAY COUNTY • GRAVES COUNTY
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Don't be left out...
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7 PM
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ium
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ersity - Roy Stewart
Murray State

$25 Group Tickets (15 or more) - $15
Premium Tickets - $18.00 VIP Tickets available
Family Plans and Child Rates are also

l 753-5171
For Ticket Sales and Information cal
www.drumsbetweentherivers.org
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Director says he's happy to be
filming newest movie in Kentucky
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Life
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Cameron Crowe said
VERSAILLES, Ky. (AP)
he's happy to be filming his latest movie,
"Elizabethtown," in Kentucky — a state he said his
father loved and often visited.
Crowe, the director of "Jerry Maguire" and "Almost
Famous," said two of his uncles lived in Stanton, and he
visited the state as a child. Crowe has been shooting
scenes for the movie recently in Versailles, near
Lexington.
The movie's title is named for a small town near
Louisville.
"I really like that corridor of travel between
Nashville and Louisville. And I like the idea that two of
the characters live along that road. There's one part of
the story where they need a place to meet up. Oddly
enough, Elizabethtown was the perfect place for them to
meet. And I loved the name of the city," Crowe said in

an interview with The CourierJournal for Sunday's editions.
The film stars Orlando Bloom
and Kirsten Dunst. Crowe said his
late father would enjoy the film.
"'Almost Famous' was a lot about
my mom, and this one is a lot about
my dad," Crowe said. "He would
really have enjoyed us being here
He passed away right after 'Say
Crowe
Anything' came out (in 1989)."
in
was
father
Crowe said his
Kentucky visiting a relative when he died of a heart
attack. "He was able to see me become a director and
put out a movie that Siskel and Ebert had given a really
great review. And he had come back to Kentucky and
told his friends all about it."

'Bourne' reigns supreme over 'Catwoman'
"Making this film at a reasonable
million, according to studio estiBy DAVID GERMAIN
mates Sunday. That was nearly dou- budget by today's standards just is
AP Movie Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Matt ble the opening weekend take of something else to celebrate," said
Damon has found supremacy at the $27.1 million for "Bourne Identity" Nikki Rocco, Universal's head of
distribution.
in summer 2002.
box office.
"Catwoman," which cost a bit
Halle Berry's critically derided
Damon's
adaptation less than $100 million to make, was
"The
Bourne comic-book
Supremacy," the "Catwoman" opened a distant third a disappointment for distributor
sequel about the with $17.16 million, behind "I. Warner Bros.
"I was hoping it would open up
amnesiac assas- Robot," which took in $22.05 milsin he played in lion to lift its 10-day total to $95.4 with a few more dollars in the
bank," said Dan Fellman, Warner's
"The
Bourne million.
Michael Moore's "Fahrenheit head of distribution."But it's a pretIdentity,"
debuted as the 9/11" was No. 7 with $5 million, ty competitive weekend out there.
top
weekend lifting its domestic total to $103.35 We'll have to see how we hold up
Damon
movie with tick- million, the first documentary ever during the week."
"Fahrenheit 9/11." produced for
et sales of $53.5 to top $100 million.
"The Bourne Supremacy," star- just $6 million, stands with Mel
ring Damon as CIA killing machine Gibson's religious blockbuster "The
Jason Bourne, outdid another super- Passion of the Christ" as the year's
agent with the same initials. The big box-office surprises.
Two films debuted strongly in
sequel's opening weekend topped
the $47.1 million debut for "Die limited release.
The samurai tale "The Blind
Another Day," the best premiere
Swordsman: Zatoichi" opened with
ever for the James Bond franchise.
Universal Studios made "The $56,778 in four theaters. Colin
Bourne Supremacy" for about $75 Farrell's drama "A Home at the End
million, a bargain price in a business of the World" premiered with
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single
where many summer thrillers cost $66,000 in five theaters.
Premium Deferred Annuities are competi$100 million or more to produce.
tive alternatives to other savings plans.

ClaTURiNG
How ABOUT AN
ANNUITY?
The initial guaranteed rate' is.
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rate is guarantees har the first month and then
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26 49 27 24 Room

Come In Cribs 'Boiling

IRL

MaliCosby

Cross-

Oprah Winfrey X News! CBS
Will
FreshPr FreshPr HornMkt

Reading Clifford Dragon GEC
Poke-

Poke-

Street-

Street-

Street-

Horn

Interrupt SportiCeriter X

Car-

MLL Lacrosse: Pride at Rattles

Assist- Assist- Room

e4E
FAM
NICK
HGTV
SPIKE
*PBS
tTOON
COURT
'
SET
ChM
HOC
MAX

,
94mq
DCA

35,35 44,37 American Justin Movie: *. -LI* Atdota"(1988. Drama)
36 53 36 2 Family Family Seep
Step
Seinche- Knock
T
Oddpar.. Orldper- Oddpar37 22 24
•
Odder- Oddpar4_1
-43 36 18
Decorat- Curb
Mission Design Design Design—
0
44 33 30 23 Deep Space 9
Star Trek Gist
Trucks! Trucks!
52 26 21 134Cosby IFriestsPr FreshPr fliarvey
i
--i65 32 50
111 001 Codename: Kids Next Door
44 61
Both Sides

Harvey

its Fix!

Golden !Golden

"Going Undr"

Texas Ranger

JAG!

Murder-Wrote

Third Watch!

Movie: 'The Butts-09891

AMINiCin Justice

limier

Hreep-

MXC

MXC

Police Videos
Real TV Real TY'

Drew

Horn-

Horn-

Ray-

Ray-

Lyoko

Turtles Titans

Ed End Grim

HYPO BlueI

Cops! Cops!

Coden- Ed. End Totally
Closing Arguments

Catherine Crier

'Rap Chic Tha Basement

151 71 51

'Movie

City Confidential

Full Ilse. Fue Hse. 71h Heaven!
Boy
Boy
Odcipar- Neutron Sponge Amanda SPLAT! Rugrats Neutron °doperit Walls Building Land- Curb House
Home Design- Outer

(11 30) Movie: 'Wrio' 19012 itst Look teller's Pawn! 114trile: its "French Kiss-(1995) X

75 72(34

Movie: ** '.), "Fetch Lives"1.1989)'PG'

7th Heaven!

Smash Hits of Country

re 73 52
78 3157

Direct Effect

Clean Sweep!

Drew

Ths Center

Video

While You Out

t67 39
i70 34

IIET Now

ESPN25

Trading Spaces

1.1FE
USA

News-Lehrer

Law 8 Order!

30 52 31 31 Unsolved Myst. Movie: 'Locked Up A Mothers Rage' Any Dry Now 1, Strong Medicine
32 51 49 5 JAG 'Boomerang' Texas Ranger
{Movie: it 'The Players Dub-(1998) X Texas Ranger
34 58 29 „1 11.00) Movie: 'Once Upon a Teo m the West"31—Movie: sit 'Sher Streak"(1976) Gene Wilder

Mali-

Hom-

Hickey iCerullo

Charmed!

Baby

Mel-

Will

Angel Boy"!'

29 41'41-

Seinheld Seirdeld Friends

106 & Park: Top 10 Uve

Managers Steve & Bob At Your Service

"t3 d 77ae-n aad-ae

01.111 SPECIAL THIS WEEK:

OIL & FILTER CHANGE - $14.95
NEED A/C WORK? WE DO IT CHEAP!
(Up to 5 qt. oil; Filter for most vehicles - Diesels not included. Exp. 8-7-04. Must Present Coupon)

Moot Wanted
Movie: ** 'Daredevil'(2003) Angels

Movie:**• -X2 X-Aisn Unted"(2003)PG-13' X Movie: iv,* "Private Parts"(1937)'IR'

In

BET

"Sable"

-ROI

715

Movie: it 'Best Alen"119961 Movie: cc 'The Mean Sear'(1985) Movie:•** "Yent, )1983) Barbra Strosanb 'PG'
Lizzie Sister ISo
ilUrn
Proud Even
'
UM
Lilo
Joiks -Stanley Mouse House 1Recess Recess
(1145) Movie: '14orne of Our" Movie: "tirch Road to Chro" Movie: it "Kiss Ate. Skye' 1964) Dean Martin. Movie: "Flepeicus"(1962)1

14902

132

(11 00.) Movie

(11 00) Movie

'Movie: "The Bayer

.5

Baum,- Baum- Interrupt ITennis
Back-

lcome In TRL If

TLC

AMC

NYPD Blue if

Louis-

News! Ray-

Judging Amy!

NYPD Blue!
Baby

Busi-

King-Hill Simp5th

Cops X Cops! Dharma Griffith

Ozzy

28 27 39 14 Law a Order.!
Wed-

Chang- Magee

Static

IL TNT

Pro-

701

News

Fortune

ABC

Zoom! News-Lehrer

Wayne Brady

ESP142

News

1983 — 2003
714 N. 12th St. • Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • Murray • (270) 753-7670
Sun.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-11 p.m. • Fri. & Sat. 1D m.-Midnight

News! Fortune

Oprah Winfrey! News

Guiding Light X

ESPN

News

Barney Clifford Arthur

As World Tums

Ellen Show

6:30

Maury (Ni X

Family

Huge
Selection of 4i•
TV Series
On DVD

Fortune

Dragon Soon
Mali'

'MTV

!Paid

6:00
News

CBS

As World Turns

Pied

1Wire

5:30
ABC

Dr. Phil

Starting Over ff.

Wire

News

Guiding Light I

Enter-

Rick) Lake f '
Osbourn.Show

jNews

5:00

Edition ilicilly-

Libertys Shrinks ;Zoboo
Style

4:30

News

The 700 Club!

NBAF-

13 Going On 30
Hidalgo • Tiptoes

Wiggles

• News! Enter-

Brown

NBA

Koala

NBC

Paid

iDKA-illi 22 16 10

Out-Box PBJ

Monte) Williams! News! ABC

WOTV-UPN 10 17 11 30 Paid

INSP
17 83 28
Life
VKI1U-P9S 21 21 5 11 Tee-

Rolle

Oprah Winfrey I News

KISI-For i 9 9 2 3 Brown

4FYS-C8S 12 12 12 12 News! Bold
WON
16 3$ 9 10 News In Stereo',

Hellboy • Ned Kelly
The Whole Ten Yards

JULY 27, 2004
3:30

Days of Our Lives Dr. Phil

One Life to Live! General Hospital

11,884-MIC 7 7

Tomorrow, July 27

Movie: "The Front'(1976) X Movie: **1', 'Shout at the Deo,"(1976)

2:00 I 2:30

All My Children 1 One Life to Live! General Hospital
All My Chikfren 11 One Life to Live If General Hospital

NiS1049X 4 4

NEW RELEASES...

Dalloway" laorie: ** 'Zero to Sorry"(1978)'PG' 'The Hours"(2002)

A-Charter tit-lawray Electnt
C-Medracorn 0-Galaxy

D 12:00 112:30 1:00 1 1:30

VIKFIN-ABC 2 2

HOME OFFICE OMAHA,NOIRASKA'

Farewell to the King'( 1989i
!
!Legend- Movie: ** "Like Mike"(2002)!I Robot 'This Is My Father

TUESDAY AFTERNOON
C

We Service All

212 East Main St. • 753-1586

Tuesday, August 3

SHOW

NI 71 51

4k"ifF21ZELI,11E}"w7lif-

1069 Park: Top 10 Live

Movie:
la__I
_ -Flry Tate A True Story"(1997) Artists' Specials ** IfalibUs Most Wanted' Movie: it -The Saint"(1997)'PG-13"Wind"
ovie 'Movie: it "Paul*"(1998)1 Movie: *** -Pretty Baby"(1978)'f't X Movie: *** "The Witches ol Eastwtck" "Men rn Black I)" X

HBO

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
Brands'

West"

Third Watch!

FAM

Digimon Rangers Spider

Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

Movie: * "The Breaks"(1999, Comedy)

Movie: **•: • Arrowhead"(1953) Charlton Heston.. "Once in

So Little Living

,Jay Jay

Hugh- 1Feud

• 6,000 to 24,000 BTU
• All New Models Equipped
with the Energy Saver

MOvie: **.; "Heaven HeiD Us-II 985) Movie: "What About Bobl"it Movie: "Like Mike"

01.41 T

A C

Brandon
Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick • Olds

1300 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray •(270) 753-5315 - 18001455-5315
www.brandonautoworld.com

--------------------------------------------
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Classifieds

1111101.11.11111.111.1111.1.1111111111ft
All real estate advertised

adverlasers are requested to check the arst
imerion of their sida ix er error. Murray
Ledilat & Times MNbe responeibn for only one
incorrect insertion. My error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made.

herein is subrect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color religion sex, handicap,
familial status or national origin, or intention to make am such pref reences, lunitations or discrimination,

DEADLINES

State laws forbid discnminahon in the sale, rental or advertising of
real estate based on factors in addition to those protected under federal law.

Monday

.Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 11 a.m.
..,...Mon. 5 pm.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday.--..........
Saturday

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Murray Ledger ifr Times Fair Homing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS

ere will knowingh accept any advertising tor real estate which is not
in violation at the law All persons are hereby udomied that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal °wort-limn' basis

Wed. 11 a.m.

For further assistance with Fair Housing Advertising
requirements, contact NAA Counsel Rene P %lam,
(7031646-1030

.........Wed. 5 p.m.
Thur. 12 p.m.

dlit#Inurrayiedger.com
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms Foe Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

Heavy

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots FOf Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

$7.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
iu 4.d• Mie.t R,11 With"; v Day l'er4,k;
$3.00 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping (.uide)
PLACE YOUR LINE AD AND IT WILL APPEAR ON
THE WEBSITE All No EXTRA CHARGE.
less
vOr s1111
or1
1111.11111111111111
,Me
i
r1
.11.111111111.1111

Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.

5300 extra for Shopper(Mon Classifieds go into Shopping Cuide)$2.50 extra for blind NA ads
The publisher maintains the right to reiect or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
- or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

MasterCard

060

020
Noe

Help Wanted

Notice

Help Wanted

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

Help Wanted

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

POSITION AVAILABLE
CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM

INSURANCE
.,. Lou V. McGary

1114'fi

Does Your Policy Pay IOW; of
the Deductibles(

Limousines & Vans
The Calloway

County Board of Education has a vacancy in the central
office for the following full-time position, with the beginning date
August 23, 2004.

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(2701759-5000

Major responsibilities of the position include:

I

(1111:c ol

STEVE VIDMER
iencral l'racticc ol

,tV. I Ili Illd111'.:

It%\KM PTCV
DI\ oRuI-I( - t stO1)1 /St PPOR I
RINIIN kl.11 K NI:TIC/DU
P1:14SON NI IN.I1 RN

753-1752
Is, \N. \Li\ I RIINI \II NI

• Perform responsible payroll clerical duties related to preparation of payrolls for the district
• Maintain employee attendance records as assigned and distribute related lists and notices as needed
• Process payroll and related records for classified, certified or hourly
employees as assigned
• Perform a wide variety of responsible personnel clerical duties in the
areas of employee contracts, orientation, workers' compensation and
unemployment claims
• Prepare and maintain personnel records, files and related reports as
assigned.
• Perform a wide variety of responsible personnel and clerical duties
related to contract preparation, maintenance- of job register at state and
local level and preparation of other personnel reports as assigned.
• Provide information and assistance to district personnel, staff and the
public regarding payroll and personnel matters

WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK

Salary is commensurate with education and experience. Previous payroll
experience is preferred. Applicant must have experience in the use of
Microsoft Office Word and Excel software.

Charlie Miller Rd. Almo/Dexter, KY
Picking Tuesdays, Thursdays & Saturdays
8 a.m.-1 p.m. & 4 p.m.-7 p.m.
Mon., Wed.,& Fri. 4 p.m.-7 p.m.

Send resume and cover letter by mail to: Payroll/Personnel Support Clerk
Search, Calloway County Board of Education. P.O. Box 800, Murray.
KY 42071 on or before July 28, 2004. The Calloway County Board of
Education is an Equal Education and Employer Institution.

Alt

SZACARERRIES

YOUTH SOCCER REGISTRATION
July 29 & Aug. 5• 5-8 p.m.

July 31 & Aug. 7•9 a.m.-2 p.m.

CUSTOMER SERVICE & CALL
CENTER REPRESENTATIVES
EXCITING,GROWING COMPANY
We are looking for hard working, ambitious individuals. As a fast growing company, we need those who
are eager to learn and ready to become part of a
dynamic team. Prior experience in customer service
relations is preferred but not required. Come be a part
of an exciting opportunity. Excellent benefits, Health
Insurance & 401K Send resume to:

AGE: Anyone born
before Aug. 1, 2001

145005854033

AGE GROUPS:
Boys: U-10, U-1 1, u-13
Girls: U-10, U-1 1, U-13

Contact: Marshall Ward 767-0398
Notice

Notice

CALLOWAY County Fam

Respite Care
Bntthaven of Benton
offers short term care so
you can relax and go on
vacation. Our facility
has a Secure Care
System, 24 hour professional nursing. planned
recreation (programs.
parties, events), religious services and nutritious, specialized diets,
including afternoon and
evening snacks.

Fiedler at
270-527-3296 for bed
availability and details.

Hawkins Research, 406
406 N 4th St Murray. KY
42071

Employer - Affirmative Action

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
050

Lost and Found
LOST: Black & Tan

Dauchshund. lost around
Pizza Hut. 753-1788.
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
Call 753-1916
FOUND short hair, brindle
bob-tailed dog,
nied/large, wearing collar
753-7997

IMMEDIATE OPENING
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative is
accepting applications for a Chief Financial
Officer for this consortium of 27 school districts. Minimum requirements are a B.S.
Degree in Accounting and a strong background in technology. Experience with governmental or not-for-profits entity preferred.
Apply
by August 2, 2004. See
www.wkec.org. for job description and
application procedures.

MURRAY doctor's office
to hire Nurses's Aide
32-40 hours per week
Send resume to P.0 Box
1040-N. Murray.KY 42071

HAIR

Color

Models

Needed

for tree color
services from professional
hair color educators using
Italian hair color with natural herbal extracts. Reserve your space immedi60000
.
1
000011010001
270-836-0717,
ilifr IT'S BACK TO SCHOOL TIME 0 ately.
7-800-838-9944 ext. 406
Our enrollment has grown and

EOE

411),

ak
teachers who love to teach. •
Math,
Reading
or
Writing
IIIP TWO-STAR child care
W
ink
center looking for full-time
available:
Flexible
hours
1111
and part-time professional
Monday-Thursday 3-7pm
child care provider to
1111
&
guide children ages birth
Sat 9am-12pm
• to 5 years. Child develop41.
• ment knowledge required.
:Excellent compensation, paid training and
Apply at 109 S. 15th St.
a great work environment.
lAT need

•
•

Come and become part of the Sylvan

4,270-759-5010
ak
1-800-EDUCATE

•

Team!!!

SYLVAN
1
0
C•1,32. 4

ler sylv anarn urra y rn urra y-k ynet

Current or expired teaching license required

060

e . us
*uton the

We

Murray. KY

Help Wanted
NOW Hiring for all positions, for all shills. Apply In person 0 Sonic
Drive-in. 217 S 12th
Street No Phone Calls
Please

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pa
or payment plan.

753-6/4041
Oflice
Keith &
Kelvin York

Ti.rry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners
Licensed
Represenianre

BLALOCK- COLEMAN
FUNERAL HOME

060
Help Wanted

The Bull-Pen
is now hiring
experienced
servers.
Apply in
person at
110 S. 5th St.
0.1040000.14.04
/1/.4041

Apply in person:
Fern Terrace of
Murray, LLC,
1505 Stadium View Dr.
EOE
OFFICE work 15 to 20
hours/ week. Day and
evening mix. Good phone
computer skills. Murray
791.-8563.
SERVICE Master is hiring
in Murray area. Please
call (270)443-8146 or
apply at 734 S. 6th,
Paducah, KY
WANTED Full-time LPN
for busy medical office
May drop resume by Dr.
Finch's office at 719 Elm
070

Position Wanted
LOOKING for research-related work, temporary or
part time Open to possibilities College degrees,
experienced, excellent references Call 759-9360

090
Domestic Childcare
D'S Cleaning
753-3802

Service

CARPENTERS & LABORERS
For project in Murray, KY. Must have experience with industrial 8, commercial
concrete work Physical & drug screen
required. Competitive pay and benefits,
including medical insurance, 401(k), and
paid holidays. Apply in person or call:
(615)855-2244.
Denham-Blythe Company, Inc.
855 Springfield Hwy, Suite 101
Goodlettsville, TN 37072
EOE M F D

270-753-2411

JIM KELLY

Call Jill Stephens at

Our Caring Continuo...

Ave. 3...

colored,

Help Wanted

EXPERIENCED PRESSMAN WANTED. $12415
per hour. benefits, medical. vacation, company
matched savings. Innovative Printing, 1623 SR 121
North,
Murray,
KY
(270)753-8802

— PREPLANNING —

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

753-8697
Home
713 South
4th St.

753-1916
and place your ad today!
150

090

Articles
For Sale

Domestic & Childcare
EXPERIENCED in-home
Christian pre-school, CPR
and First Aid Certified.
Ages 2 though school
age_ Afterschool care also
available. Limited space
available. Call 270-4354132
EXPERIENCED
Will
clean
up after renters.
new construction, remodeling, floors, windows,
etc. 436-5914. Valerie.
RELIEF-CAREGIVER
now available for temporary assignments as relief
person for principle caregivens) Experienced professional/friendly
Reasonable rates Call
759-4023

pleasant atmosphere.
has immediate openings
for Assistant Managers
Must be customer
oriented with food
service experience
Apply at 616 N. 12th.
No phone calls please.

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $876 on Part A: $100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

•Wide range of
pre-planning options
.Personalized Plans
•Payment Options Available

PRN work as needed all
shifts prefer experience.
but will train. Need
flexible person who
would enjoy working
with the elderly in a

No Walk In Applications
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

July 20, 21 & August 2, 3
6:00 p.m.
Bee Creek Soccer Complex

be turned in at Murray
Woman's Clubhouse, 704
Vine Street, on Thursdays
from 11-2 and 4-6. For
more information call
759-4938
COPELAND Orchards:
Peaches. Nectarines, Tomatoes, vegetables. Mayfield. (270)623-8312

2 Openings - Software
De-velopment firm seeking Customer/Technical
Support Reps w/great
phone & computer skills
F/T, Great work environment. Health Ins., 18 paid
days off/yr Send resume

Pulmo Dose
Attn: Human Resources
PO Box 1600
Murray, KY 42071

MCCSA COMPETITIVE
SOCCER TRYOUTS

ily History Book. Family
histories needed. Not necessary to have been born
in Calloway County. Entries up to 500 words, one
picture free. Eotnes may

Help Wanted

SUPPLEMENT

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

Make It Easier
For Those You Love

NURSES AIDE

Bring Social Security Number

Contact Kay

All Types of Refuse Service

060

to mike@powerclaim or

pulmo
dose

PLACE: The Trophy Case

NM

Commercial Waste
Disposal

Starting Now Until Season End

270-753-5410

MEDICARE

1408-FOR MRJS
tA5s_367.6757

All Occarionllluseportatioe •Airport Service • Certihecl Drivers

PAYROLL/PERSONNEL SUPPORT CLERK
We build, repair, and refinish.
Sales & Design Store
1220 Hopkins Road • Murray • 753.0249

VISA

WILLING to sit with elderly or live in Call after 5pm
Jan at 270-753-1443

120
Computers

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We
buy 1 or all. Call Larry at
753-3633
BUYING aluminum cans.
Key Auto Parts. 753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.
LARGE lot or small acreage, with or without
house,
Hazel
area
270-489-2040, leave mes-

cape
USED carpeting, electric
baseboard heaters, refrigerators, air conditioners,
doors, and storm windows
753-4109
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199 Six
days a week
150
Articles
For Sale
2-HORSE trailer, 100 Ya
maha dirt bike 759-4687
24'X52" pool
Aloha Pools
season New
ladder $1.200

Bought at
Used one
liner New
767-0583

56 INCH big screen prolection style TV from
Sears 7-8 years old Well
maintained, in excellent
Call
condition
$400
767-9612

DESKS $50/each, miscel
laneous office items
759-8780
MISC/FOR Sale High
Speed Internet service via
satellite for $29.95 per
month Call Beasley Antenna & Satellite 759-0901
for more information Beasley Antenna & Satellite
731-642-4077
MOTORCYCLE helmets,
jackets, chaps, saddlebags. boots, camping supplies, guns
& ammo.
Credit cards accepted.
Jerry's Sporting Goods in
Mayfield.
KY
(270)247-4704
PURPLE Hull Peas Taking orders. $1250 a
bushel 731-247-3303 If
no answer, leave message
STRAW for sale $2 a
bale. 489-2436, if no answer leave message

160
Home Furnishings
SET of wood bunk beds
with one mattress available $150 Call 293-7447
WWW TROTTERSWOODSHOP COM
753-0249
270
Mobile Homes Foe Sale
1978 14x70 28R 2BA sliding glass doors, recent updates
$3,000
OBO
436-2867
1999 Southern Energy
16x80, 3BR. 2 Bath, extremely nice. $23,500 Includes delivery & set up
Call (270) 489-2525
2004 16x80 Bayview mobile home 1 acre lot 3BR,
28A
270-382-2320
$40,000

COME SEE THE NEW
EXCITING
FLOORPLANS: With porches and
decks available at Clayton
Homes
in Camden
731-584-9429

LAND!!! Call now Also 1
acre lots with improvements in Huntington and
Humboldt More acreage
available 731-584-9429
REPO'S

Corporate says
sell them, Single and dou•
blewides Payments as
low as $120 Clayton
Camden 731-584-9429

'
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

270
Mobile Homes For Sale
BETTER'? WHY'? All walls
2x4 16" O.C., all floors
23/32 tongue & groove.
OSB with 25 year limited
warranty from Weyerhaeuser. tubs and showers one piece fiberglass.
Eiger elongated commodes, modular cabinets
w,' brass hinges 1/2"
sheet rock throughout. 8'
ceilings or 90" vaulted
ceil-ings, residential molding throughout. residential
36x80" steel front door,
with full view storm door,
CPVC water lines. 4-112
lb rebond carpet pad, upgrade carpet w/stain protector, whirlybird (tmi roof
vents, 12 Sears heat
pump. 12-2 copper wiring
or larger throughout, and
much more. On all 2005
Sunshine multi-section
For best materials, quality
workmanship and a fair
price see the housing
leader. Arrowhead Home
Sales, Inc. 3124 Hwy
79N, Paris, TN, 38242
280

Mobile Homes For Rent
(1) 2BR for rent C/H/A
with approved credit
437-4465
2 bedroom 2 bath No
$325 +
pets
dep
767-0583
NICE 2BR mobile home
for rent or sale No pets

753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1BR all appliances. Oaks
759-4118
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Murr.al Realty 753-4444
1BR
Apt.
furnished
753-3474.
1BR furnished, low utilities, no pets. $225/month

apartments

753-394.9
1BR studio. $345 ptmo.
BR w/ study. Will $350
p/mo 28R townhouse.
W/D. $410 p/mo, Call
270-753-7559 if no answer please leave message
1BR.
carport,
W/D
hookup, clean, no pets
$345/Month. 753-6931 or
293-6070
I BR-4BR apartments Ask
about move in kee days
Coleman RE 7504118
2BR apts. 2 Northwood
area. 1 Cambridge area
All appliances furnished
Call 293-6968

Aftwoomp..-

- t •„
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NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

ervices Offered

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring igrsknally install for you?

Classified
Advertising

'All Size Units Available
•Now Have Climate Control

• Over 34 Years E:pomace!

Fax: 270-753-1927
road: altessersyledgetcoe
Mos.-Fri.
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

753-3853

753-7728

WE DOI

270-753-1916

Visit Our Showroom Today
1)6,-•
6..._1
z
a.

6

*Now
We'd eve to tsar from sm.

HOUSE FOR SALE

hairs kl-F 9-6 p.m 9.12 Set, By Appt Mgr
4141 1402 Oa Saga al Mraair ain Tepar

Murray
Ledger & Times
1001Whitnell bare.
Murray, KY 42371

Features
• 2 bedroom, 1 bath is ready to move into
,yi siding. new carpet. new roof, ceiling tans,
maker.
propane heater, window ax's. refrigerator wice
5 miles
range security system Located on 1/2 acre lot
Also 500
from Murray and 5 miles from Kentucky Lake
utiligal propane tank 12x18 laundry'shop and 12x16
July 2004 0
$52.00
at
ed
Apprais
shed
ge
ty/stora
865-803-2421.
REDUCED TO SELL $49,900. CALL
320
Apartments For Rent

320
Apartments For Rent
apt,
bedroom
2
Northwood Subd water.
sewer, gar-bage pock-up
included, lease, deposit
required, 293-5117
2 Room all furnished, all
utilities, water, electric_
phone and cable included
Access to pool & fitness
room $400/month $151:
deposit Call for information (270)753-8407

Email us at
mit@murrayiedger.com

NICE 28R duplex with
753-7457 or
carport
436-6357
NICE furnished 2 bedroom duplex 5 minutes
North of Murray $250
deposit $325 rent 4892918 Ceti 293-3761

'92 Volkswagen Convertible. good condition. new
oillwater pump & timing
belt, power windows,
white leather seats Andy
$1.300. 270761-2231

Real Estate

2BR lbath with carport, all
appliances furnished, w1d
hook-up, C/H/A. 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit
No pets 1270)753-2905
2BR close to MSU $325 +
dep Call 435-4114

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

REAL Estate- Corner o
New Hwy. 68/80 & Purdom Rd In 2 tracts 15.72
acre (1900 ft rd frontage)
734 acres (1950 ft rd
frontage) 5 miles from
Murray $4.150 an acre
1-423-942-3850

[En

Lake Properly

Need A Car?
No Credit Check!
acz
07 Mercury Sable
98 Mazda 626
99 Plymouth Breeze
98 Dodge Neon Sport
00 Chevy Ccrvalier
99 Ford Ponger /UT
98 Nissan Altimo
Cl) Mercury Sable
Cl) Dodge Stratus
96 Lincoln Coot Sior. .re
96 Dodge Pam
00 Ford Explorer Sp

Payment
55113
S5a/
5511)
$750
$750
S1000
S1C00
$1250
$1250
$1250
S1250
5151:0

N
P-CIYIMT1 0

Soo

SMALL older lake
approximately 300
from water Large
room New roof in
1374 Boatwright
$20000 753-1566

S60
$65
$65
S70
$70
$75
S60
$70
$70
$75

3 lots( 75 acres) with well
septic, electric, and tele
phone 5th wheel trave
camper goes with lot
Highway 94E toward Irvin
Cobb. $9,900. Call Haley
Professional Appraising &
Real Estate 270-2933181
460
Homes For Sale

-

n3-6070_
2BR. IBA by University at
Living
1634 Hamilton
room, den. carport. &
patio New central air &
gas heat, new windows. &
270-753-8251.
paint
270-293-3181
2BR. AC. refng. stove, water included $325 per mo.
$200 deposit N 5th St
293-9694, 293-3473
2BR. Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118.
3BR. 2BA, garage, all appliances $750 rent + deyear lease
1
posit
75311242. 752-0494
5 and 4 bedroom house &
3br apts furnished.
near MSU 753-1252 or
7510606APARTMENTS for rent
starting at $299 Pets welcome Call Murray Place
at 270-759-3003
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St
now accepting applications for 2br townhouses,
basic rent $360/ month
One bedroom $330 month
Call 753-1970 leave msg
HILLDALE Apts now taking applications 1 2. 3
No credit
bedrooms
EHO
check required
(270)437-4113 TDD711
LARGE Duplex in quiet.
$500 00
private area
month, lease deposit. no
pets 759-1087
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newt), Remodeled
1BR S290 00
2BR $340 00
38R $425 00
$100 depostt special for
qualified applicants
Also accepting applicahons for fall
Office hours 8-4
Mon-Thurs
Call today for appointment
7538221
_
NICE I BR. 1 bath C H A
w'd hook-up. 1 12 blocks
from MSU $285 per
month and dep, ref required No pets 759-3050
ABH 753-3949 Daytime

Vans

88 GMC 2WD pickup with
toolbox, high miles $1700
OBO (2701 293-2398

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing Opportunity TDD #1-800-6486056
TOP of the line 3BR, 2-1/2
BA, all appliances, garage
with remote opener. 907-A
$725/mo.
N 20th
293-9970 day. 753-5344
night
VERY nice roomy 2BR 2
bath w/garage All appliances. 1 yr lease I month
de.•sit. No pets 753-2905
340

MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

G&C
STORAGE aria
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
Cell:(270)293-4183
9 a.m.-4 p.m. M-F
1121
Psis & Supplies
AKC Boston Terrier pups
for sale 270-658-3909

ALL CARPENTRY Readditions,
modeling,
porches. decks, sun
rooms, roofing, sagging
floors, termite & water
damage. Larry Nimmo
Or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353

A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING all around clean-up.
gutters, tree work. 4362867

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS (270)
293-8726 OR 759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

1997 Monarch 24' Pontoon 75HP Mercury motor
and trailer Call 753-6692

CARPENTRY by Simmons. All jobs, 25 years
(270)767experience.
0958, cell (270)519-8570

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track hoe

ASPHALT.- Paving and
sealcoating. Residential.
commercial. Over 40
years experience
Mitchell Bro's Paving
Ph. 759-0501 or 753-

NEED your lawn cut or
lawn equipment repaired?
I make service calls on all
Tim
Call
brands
270-978-1431

1537.
CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.
Concrete Finishing
Driveways, Sidewalks,
Patios, etc. 759-3229.
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time for.
Plus, all repairs for home
and business.
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753-9503
FLOOR covering installation carpet, hardwood, vinyl, ceramic, vct, laminate.
minor floor repairs. Free
estimates. 15 years experience References 270753-4722

QUICK & Right. Painting,
House work, Yard work,
Odd Jobs.(270)761-2559
SEPTIC SYSTEM INSTALLATION. And repair,
pumping field line replacement, washer beds installed. Excavating, gravel
driveways and parking lots
installed. BRENT ALLEN
759-1515,
SEPTECH.
1-877-335-1500
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition. and Remodeling. Quality Work,
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters.
753-2592.
WATERPROOFING
AND
BASEMENTS
CRAWLSPACES. Underground root drains, surface water diversions.
shoreline. and erosion
control riprap installed,
storm shelters Brent Allen
Septech. 759-1515, 1877-335-1500

by Jacqueline Bigar
Horoscopes
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday.

July 27, 2004:
You possess an unusual gift of sensing others, though you choose to see
many in a positive light. Remember.
it is you who puts someone on a
pedestal. Take responsibility when
1994 3BR 2BA double
11+
on
e
get hit by a hard dose of reality.
fireplac
you
with
wide
horse Your energy levels soar. but he carewith
acres
barn/shop, fenced back- ful: Sometimes you could push too
yard. pond, good pasture. hard to make a point. Before fall, a
S75.000 Call 753-2529
pay raise or promotion could drop
1997 3BR 2BA double- on you. You also might be spending
wide on block foundation.
too much. Only you know for sure.
Garden, tub, fireplace,
Your ability to socialize with those
large deck, carport on
your daily life develops from the
in
on
acres
l
beautifu
5-1/2
on. You also might buy an item
fall
Must
Cherry Corner Rd.
see $59.500. 270-436- or jazz up your home, encouraging
6216
more socializing. If you are single,
ESTATE, 102 N. 9th 2BR, you'll enjoy romance more than
1BA, dining, basement, ever. You will meet someone outgodetached garage. deep
ing and fairly physical. You will
lot Excellent location.
enjoy every moment if you can flex
Older house, good condia certain amount of erratic
tion $67.900 293-8487, with
behavior. If you are attached, a little
293-1867
attention will heat up your relationFOR Sale: 2 bedroom, 1
newfound
bath house in Benton. ship. You could act like
completely redone Must lovers again. SAGITTARIUS brings
see to appreciate 270- out your playfulness.

3BR IBA $310 per month
plus deposit 753-9826
3BR. IBA home in
Puryear.TN for rent $450
per month References required. available 8/6 Call
appointment
an
for
2.70-362-9729
FURNISHED 2BR in HazeL492-8526
HAZEL 3BR, 2BA $350
rent plus deposit and
ifipse_492-8526
NEAR MSU 38R. very
clean, no pets. 1 year
lease $495 per month
753-9636
360
I
Storage Rentals

SEPTIC
ALEXANDER
SERVICE. Septic tank
and grease trap cleaning
and repair. Access risers
installed. 753-5933, 1877-335-1500

ALL-PURPOSE DRIVER
FOR HIRE. 11 years long
distance commercial driving experience. Travel 20
492-8688 Roof Repairs or more miles. Or go InNew Roofs, all types. 29 terstate Departing from
years experience. Call Murray,KY. (270)227-1052
Carters.
a local call from Murray.

2 jet ski air lifts. $250
436-2714

Used Trucks

LAYTON Hudson, hauling, landscaping, backhoe
& loader work 753-4545
or 492-6265

A-AFFORD436-5141
ABLE Hauling Clean out
garages, gutters, junk &
tree work

BOAT INSURANCE
McKinney insurance
Services
"Your Hometown
Insurance Source"
104 N 4th Street
753-3500

I

401 Sycamore • 759-3500 • 1-800-279-7715
800 p m on Mon., Wed. & Thurs.
Open

436-2867 Joe's Small En
gine Repair. Free pick
up/delivery.

520
Boats 8 Motors

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
trimming. • Tnmming, removal. stump
MOWING,
grinding, firewood Insurmulching, painting, odd
33
767-05
g.
ed 489-2839
cleanin
jobs.
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
ASPHALT
"since 1971"
Travis Asphalt
s *Upholstery
*Carpet
ting
Sealcoa
*Emergency Water
Tony Travis, Owner
Removal .Quick Drying
•Driveways
Free Estimates
•Parking Lots
"Got Dirt?"
FREE ESTIMATES
753-5827
753-2279

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Pole Barns.
Metal Buildings. Fencing
Quality Workmanship
_
,Licensed
753-7860 753-1194.

530
Services Offered

1992 GMC 2 ton box truck
21ft bed auto transmission
gas engine $8500 OBO
Call (270)759-1965 ext
100 or cell (270)293-2193

Kawasaki
1999
(2)
STX1100 jet skis with
trailer, 3 seaters,(270)5227764 or (270)836-1680

1996 Ford Club Wagon
Chateau loaded, rear A/C
4 captain's chairs, new
tires everything, works
used for long distance
travel, excellent condition
Call 767-9442

S60

FAUGHN'S USED CARS

2BR duplex $400/mo Cal'
(270)759-4406
C/H/A
duplex
2BR
7_53_10C27
2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR quiet location, no
pets $345/mo 753-6931

home
yards
family
2003
Trail

2001 26' Cnss Craft with
I/O motor, Volvo Penta
gas engine, 280HP, porta
potty, sink, beam is 86",
excellent condition with
very low hours. 436-6141
1996 Grumman Aluminum
17 foot Deep V fishing
boat. 1997 Evinrude 50
horsepower outboard motor. Garage kept. Original
owner. Estimated less
than 40 operational hours.
All accessories included
$4.800 753-4698

1999 Dodge Dakota V-8,
white. club cab, 62,xxx
miles. $8,599 or OBO.
1999 Mercury Mystique, 4
cycl., white, 4-deor, 71,xxx
miles $4,522 or OBO
1997 Nissan Quest, V-6,
red, 98,xxx miles $4,168
OBO. 270-767-9865

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-

(270) 767-0313
(270)527-7176

David Borders

1998 Durango, loaded,
leather, 106.xxx, excellent
condition $7,995 obo
(270)767-0186 or (901)
626-2373.
'95 Ford Explorer (Red)
4x4. 4dr. 160K, brand
new tires, excellent condiSharp! • $5,495.
tion,
270-210-0031

BLACK Pontiac Firebird
Formula V-6, 1996, excludesign
interior
sive
108,000 miles $4,500.
762-2551

g:itige in stock.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26
colors
#1 & #2 ioeatlabk in most

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

2000 Cadillac Escalade
41,000 miles, white, TV,
VCR. $23.900. 1995
Chevy Silverado P.U.
stepside, red, 42,000
miles, one owner. $8.900.
753-1376

Used Cars

duet.
We now rmutufacture Buy
Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

We Specialize in Cleaning"

Used Trucks

Murray Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

VACials.

Roofing Metal

David's Cleaning
Services

Sport Utility Vehicles

3 blue eyed 6 week old
Husky wolf pups for sale
$125 each 762-0518
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
731-352-0037
trained
731-642-5151

The Place to Start....

Your Home Improvement Headquarters

grf

$30
Services Offered

IIIIrM::INNNMMIM=IIM
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437-4419
GOOD location. remodeled, new septic, roof. carpet. French doors. deck,
etc 2BR plus large bonus
room Dining room. den
549 900 (731)247-3068
www.kyfsbodirect.com
See local FSBO listings
w/pocture and description.
Advertise your property
-$10 no commission Call
767-9308 for info.

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
McKinney Insurance
Services
"Your Hometown
Insurance Source"
104 N 4th Street
753-3500
2003 Z-400 Yoshimura
Pipe. Elka shocks, Lonestar frame kit, 39mm FCR
carb, Razr tires, $4.200
OBO 435-4339. 2933076
2002 Kawasaki 800 Vu:
can Like new. extras
270-382-2141. 270-5598799
2001 Honda Shadow
600VLX, low miles, windshield, leather bags highway pegs. forward controls, new spare tire.
$3,000 293-2309
1993 Kawasaki Ninja ZX-6
$2,100 OBO 11.789 miles
Runs great (270)7537124
\ • ,I 1., 1.1.„ ,„, .1,i'
Call us we will be
glad to help
Murray Ledger 8 Times
270-753-1916

need to work with someone stable who

can help you realize your idea or project. Tonight: Treat a friend to dinner.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Bosses seem unpredictable.
Clients act up in unusual ways.
Knowing what you want helps you
settle into a routine and guide your
path and others to a goal. Expect some
interruptions. Creativity will flow if
you detach from the issues at hand.
Tonight: Out with friends.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You could he shocked by
another's perspective. Maybe you need
to change your thinking or see where
you might be closing yourself off.
Your creativity will flourish when you
take off your rose-colored glasses.
Tonight: Work late.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Plug in your imagination
and strong solution-finding skills. You
might be jolted by what a partner
comes up with. He or she might be
refreshingly original. Together you'll
find answers that previously might
have been dreams. Tonight: Let off
some steam.

each situation. Touch base with your
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
feelings. Tonight: Do
**** A family member or domestic intuition and
happy.
you
makes
what
of
nt
forefro
matter could come to the
N (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
your thinking. You also might be con- CAPRICOR
in a low profile. Be subsidering starting a home-based busi- *** Mainta
pinch yourself. You art
you
when
ness. Listen to others' opinions. You tle
or see things that could
hear
to
going
:
Tonight
unique.
quite
ne
find everyo
be unbelievable. The situation that
Head on home.
ps needs some research.
develo
22)
-Oct.
23
(Sept.
LIBRA
might loolebetter than they
es
Financ
and
ity
*** Work requires creativ
and reflect.
flex. You might be moving around are. Tonight: Think
-Feb. 18)
20
(Jan.
RIUS
AQUA
the
in
ated
more than you had anticip
ation comes
imagin
Your
*
next few days. Others massively seek ****
s others.
inspire
and
you
for
h
throug
be.
need
if
limits
you out. Establish
goal by
erm
long-t
a
on
in
zero
You
Allow your imagination to work overRecognize how
others.
with
g
workin
.
friends
with
out
Hang
:
time. Tonight
much each person has to offer. Use
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
n with money commitments.
cautio
m
proble
no
see
you
gh
Althou
****
t: Celebrate life with friends.
Tonigh
risk,
with an emotional or financial
S(Feb. 19-March 20)
PISCE
not
will
time
your
Taking
do.
others
surprise a boss who might
You
***
surpris
hurt you. You find out some
before making a comback
sit
to
need
new
a
about
news
ng,
shocki
not
if
ing,
push: hang out in
Don't
two.
or
ment
one.
loved
a
person in your life or
your intuition to
on
Count
space.
the
Tonight: Work with facts.
those in charge.
with
thing
right
the
do
21)
.
22-Dec
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.
by water at
walk
a
take
e,
possibl
If
***** You are in the thick of
g again, as
:
Workin
Tonight
ime.
luncht
always
doesn't
hing
things. Everyt
be.
need
as
late
it
revolve around you. but right now
does. Others seek you out. Flex with

The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** What you perceive is going
on and the attachment you have to this
situation might need some revising.
Try to pull back and detach. Think

through why someone. would do what
he or she has done. Understanding
helps you pull a situation together.
Tonight: Stretch your mind. See a
good movie or read a good hook.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Much could he popping up
in your day that you didn't anticipate.
Meetings. friends and associates
appear to he masters of surprise. You

40n
Patriot Ultra
Firm or Plush
QUEEN SET $
269

Home
Auto.
Form.
IRA's
Nursing Home

INSURANCE
HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703

www.kfbmurray.com

°11,11- l
Lia

.

STUART

ALEXANDER

Comfort Care ADAIR

Comfort Care MIRAGE

Comfort Care ALABASTER

Firm or Plush

Firm or Pillowtop

Firm. Plush or Pillowtop

*399

QUM SET

Twin Set
Full Set

$539
1719

King S4-t

$.110,90

$201

1359
$ue

"Come See
What You've Been
Missing"

*899

QUEEN SET

QUEEN SET
•uftit

Not;

R

Twin Set
Full Set
King Set

$899

11099

$1699

\

$449

11539
n49

Sum. Hri

Twin Set
Full Set
King Set

(Crass

$1359
81659
82499

•,

)%679

103 South 3rd St.
Downtown Murray
753-3621
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Health issues need
to be addressed
DEAR DR. GOTT: Prescribe
this, prescribe that — every problem
someone writes to you about is just
another opportunity for you to recommend prescription drugs
or specialists.
Your American
Medical
Association endorsing
advice is making me sick!
DEAR
Dr. Goft
READER:
Well, this "sickBy
ness" is certainDr. Peter Gott ly not one that
can be helped
by medication.
. Your basic position is, of course.
valid. Many doctors are too quick to
write out prescriptions; most doctors and patients would do well with
infusions of common sense, a quality in short supply these days — it
does not require a Kescription and
does not cause side effects.
Nevertheless, it's important to
establish a balance between pharmacological therapy (which may be
needed for serious health problems)
and common sense (which, if carried too far, can turn into mere pigheadedness). In my column and in
my office, I try constantly to
achieve that reasonable balance.
Do people with trivial injuries
and illnesses (such as colds) need
medical attention and therapy? Not
on your life. When we are patient

IIIP'"1114

at) s Newest I lot t•
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• Green Leaf Candhs & Scen:
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Grandparents look past mom
to find family resemblance

and take good care of ourselves, our
DEAR ABBY: I have a 1-yearbodies have a phenomenal ability to old daughter with a man I chose not
cure themselves.
to marry. Every time I take my little
Yet, we are all familiar with peo- girl to visit her grandparents, they
ple, steeped in common sense, who
bombard
me
had dangerous ailments that they
with comments
ignored, only to suffer catastrophe.
about who my
Intestinal bleeding, high blood preschild
favors.
sure, early cancer and heart pain
Everything,
(angina) are afflictions that need
from his family's
drug treatment, often by specialists.
point of view,
Therefore, before rejecting my
comes from her
position (and feeling ill over it),
father -- down to
stand back and be objective. People
her baby noises
and
are living longer (and better) today
facial gesDear Abby
tures.
in large part because of astonishing
What makes
medical advances. Don't deprive
By Abigail
this so hurtful is
yourself or your family of proper
Van Buren
it's simply not
medical care, when appropriate,
simply because of a set of beliefs true. I have tried to politely slip
some baby pictures of myself to
you call "coriunon sense."
Remember, too, that the concept them in the hope they'd take the hint
of common sense changes with each and stop. My daughter does resemgeneration. What was "commonv. ble her daddy, but she also has my
hair, eyes, skin and some facial feasense" decades ago may now be
considered simply frivolous. Again, tures. Nothing has worked so far,
and 1 am beyond frustrated.
it's the balance that counts.
Please print this because, childish
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 25year-old female. Two years ago my as it may seem, being made to feel
bottom lip started to swell, then the like a test tube who contributed
whole lip became swollen. A derma- nothing really hurts. -- INVISIBLE
tologist took a biopsy and con- IN ALABAMA
DEAR INVISIBLE: Stop hintfirmed that I had granulomous
cheilitis. I was treated with steroids, ing and tell your daughter's grandparents exactly what you have told
but they didn't help. I understand
me. But please say it gently, because
this is a rare disorder. Do you know
they are doing isn't unusual.
what
of any treatment?
When a child is born, it's natural for
DEAR READER: You really
sent me to the books on this one. families to look for and recognize
Cheilitis granulomatosa is an their own genetic traits. They may
extremely rare condition of be tactless, but I'm sure they don't
mean to be cruel. You are far more
unknown cause, marked by an
inflammation of the lips. It appears than a "test tube." You're a caring
and conscientious mother for makwithout warning as swelling and
papules (bumps) inside the lips. It ing sure that your child has a relamust be differentiated (by blood tionshirwith her grandparents.
•••
tests and biopsy) from the cheilitis
DEAR
ABBY:
I just got a phone
caused by vitamin deficiency, fungus infection and herpes. The cus- call from my father. He hadn't called
tomary therapy is steroids (corti- in more than three months, so I was
sone). I am unaware of any other a little surprised to hear from him.
The first words out of his mouth
treatment.
were, "Can I borrow $250 to get my
car fixed? You don't even have to get
Copyright 2004, Newspaper
me a Father's Day present."
Enterprise Assn.
Abby. my dad is not poor. Now
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HOw WAS vACAnON'P
YOU DON'T LOOK
VERy TAN OR
RESTED

WE STAYED
HOME

WE DECIDED TO SIT SACK,PUT OUP
FEET UP, RELAX,
AND ENJOY
THE MOMENT

, ESUT MAT'S WI4AT
'I YOU DO HERE! •
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IRVING wENT TO HELP
WITH VOUR COmPuTER A
WEEK AGO, AND 'IOU
HAvENT SAID A WORD ABOUT
WHAT HAPPENED, MOM f

at
as

MONDAY, JULY 26, 2004

I SAT Km om THE COUCH...
.FED HIM PECAN ROLLS
UNTIL HIS DEFENSES WERE
DOwN ...THEN BROUGHT OUT
THE APPLE STRUDEL AND
PUN TO KEEP HOn IN A
SATURATED FAT STUPOR
UNTIL HE TELLS ALL!
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WHAT
DID sHE
THINK WAS
GOINly TO
HAPPEN??

..11 ND THEN,
IN IA94, I
TOOK HER 10
THE DRIVING
RAN& E OPVALENTINES

he is mad at me for saying no. He
says I'm ungrateful, and that I owe it
to him for all the years he paid child
support to my mom.
I don't have the money to spare. I
just spent a lot to have my own car
fixed, and I'm saving for a new one.
Was I wrong not to give him the
loan? Should I have done it to keep
the
peace?
SECOND
THOUGHTS IN OGDEN, UTAH
DEAR
SECOND
THOUGHTS: It depends on your
relationship with your father.
Obviously, you are not particularly
close or there wouldn't have been a
thre,e=month gap between conversations. And since "the first words out
of his mouth" were to ask for money,
your dad's diplomatic skills could
use some sharpening.
I don't think you were wrong to
refuse. The worst reason in the
world to make a loan is to "keep the
peace."

DEAR ABBY: What is the proper way to communicate to your work
colleagues the reinstatement of your
maiden name after a divorce? -SINGLE AGAIN IN SAN RAMON,
CALIF.
DEAR SINGLE AGAIN: Tell
your co-workers about your name
change and have new business cards
printed. For those with whom you do
business but do not see on a daily
basis, a short note informing them of
the name change would be suitable.
If you are asked the reason for it, a
two-word
explanation,
"I'm
divorced," should suffice.
•••

LookIngBack
10 years ago
Calloway County Board of
Education has voted to give employees a five percent salary increase for
the 1994-95 school year which was
recommended by Supt. Dr. Jack
Rose.
Kaci Greer, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Greer of Murray, has
been chosen to sing the national
anthem at the Sikeston Jaycee
Bootheel Rodeo in August in
Sikeston, Mo.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Gene Lewis,
July 10; a girl to Melinda and Bobby
Mathis, a boy to James and Tammy
Murrell and a girl to Kelly and Harry
Mills. July 17.
20 years ago
Published are pictures and a story
about Julian Jordan who continues
to harrow with mules in his tobacco
patch. He says when tobacco gets
too high to cultivate with a tractor.
he hitches up his two mules and
plows the way his grandfather taught
him. The photos were by Staff
Photographer Jennie Gordon and the
story was by Staff Writer Charles
Honey.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. George Ray Hunt, July
8; a boy to Angie and Jimmy Crouse,
July 17; a girl to Mary and Richard
Paterson and a girl to Teresa and
Barry Hill, July 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence J.
Rohwedder will be married 50 years
July 28.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of work
progressing on the Kentucky
Highway Department's widening
project to give wider turning lanes at
the intersection of North 12th and
Chestnut Streets. The photo was by

Staff Photographer Dave Celaya.
Airman Monty S. Cathey, son of
Marilyn McCuiston and the late
Gene Cathey of Murray, has been
assigned to Langhlin Air Force Base,
Texas, with a unit of Air Force
Communicator Services.
Barbara Rowland and Terry Lee
were married June 22 at Spring
Creek Baptist Church.
40 years ago
In a severe rain and hail storm on
July 24, Aaron Burke.en lost four
registered Holstein heifers he had
just paid $250 a piece for them when
lightning struck a tree, killing the
cattle found all together in a pile.
Fate Roberts also lost a registered
Hereford. Damage to tobacco was
reported by Aaron Burkeen, Henry
Childers, Carl Crisp and Burkeen
brothers. Don. A.L. and Dale.
Ruth Cole. head of nursing
department at Murray State College,
has been appointed a member of
Kentucky Board of Nursing
Education by Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt. 50 years ago
Seventy seniors and graduate students of Murray State College have
applied for degrees.and may participate in informal graduation exercises in the air conditioned fine arts
building July 30. Dr. William G.
Nash, college dean, will be the
speaker.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Merritt Lawson, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Vance and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd McClure.
Martha Ann Linn and Joe
Houston Phillips were married July
24 by Jack London, minister of
Dexter Church of Christ, at his
home,
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TodayInHistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. July 26, the
208th day of 2004. There are 158
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 26, 1947. President
Truman signed the National
Security
Act, creating
the
Department of Defense, the
National Security Council, the
Central Intelligence Agency and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
On this date:
In 1775, Benjamin Franklin
became postmaster-general.
In 1908. U.S. Attorney General
Charles J. Bonaparte issued an
order creating an investigative
agency that was a forerunner of the
FBI.
In 1948, President Truman
signed a pair of executive orders
prohibiting discrimination in the
U.S. armed forces and federal
employment.
In 1952, Adlai E. Stevenson was
nominated for president by the
Democratic national convention in
Chicago; John J. Sparkman was
nominated for vice president.
In 1952, Argentina's first lady.
Eva Peron, died in Buenos Aires at
age 33.
In 1952, King Farouk 1 of Egypt
abdicated in the wake of a coup led
by Gamal Abdel Nasser.
In 1953, Fidel Castro began his
revolt against Fulgencio Batista
with an unsuccessful attack on an
army barracks in eastern Cuba.
(Castro ousted Batista in 1959.

Famous Hand
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 9 5 3 2
V Q9
•A J 6
41 9 8
WEST
EAST
484
4Q 7 6
V K 10 7 6 4 2
VA J 853
•—
•Q 7 2
410 5 4 3 2
K
SOUTH
•AJ 10
V—
* K 1098 5 4 3
4Q 7 6
The bidding:
South
West
North
East _
1•
Pass
i4
1 NT
2•
2V
3
Dble
34
4
44
Pass
Pass
5•
Dble
Dble
Opening lead — six of hearts,
The United States won the 1993
World Women's Team Championship, defeating Germany in the
128-deal final by a score of 325
IMPs to 272 to capture the Venice
Cup. The match was virtually even at
the halfway point, but the Americans
pulled away in the third quarter and
coasted to victory.
The winners gained one-third of
their margin on this deal, which
occurred early in the match. The bidding shown took place when Sharon
Osberg and Sue Picus held the
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North-South cards for the United
States.
After Picus opened with one diamond, a highly competitive auction
ensued.
East-West (Ponzelle
Nehmen and Waltraud Vogt) located
their 11 -card heart fit, but the Germans made a critical misjudgment
when they elected to double four
spades and then five diamonds,
which proNed unbeatable.
Picus ruffed Vogt's opening heart
lead and had no trouble placing the
missing queens, given East's onenotrump overcall. Declarer led a diamond to the ace at trick two and a
spade to the jack at trick three. The
A-K ofspades were cashed, followed
by a fourth spade from dummy.
East had to ruff(if she refused to
ruff either this spade or the next one,
declarer would discard two clubs and
finish with an overtrick). When East
ruffed, declarer overruffed. cashed
the diamond king, crossed to the diamond jack and discarded a club on
dummy's remaining spade to make
exactly five for a score of plus 750.
At the other table, the U.S. EastWest pair of Karen McCallum and
Kern Sanborn pressed on to five
hearts, were doubled and wound up
making six — -‘1,050 — when the
defenders failed to cash their two
spade tricks at the outset. The combined total of 1,800 points gave the
United States a pickup of 18 IMPs on
the deal.

Tomorrow: Delicate defensive play.
C2004 King Feature Syndicate Inc
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relative
20 Half-moon tide
21 Land of
Enchantment
22 Sidestepped
25 Klutz
28 Like Nestor or
Solomon
30 Impediment
32 Caesar's 1.001
33 Stick
36 Forested
38 Midwestern St.
39 Kind of portrait
41 Contented
murmurs
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CLOSE, DEAR, AND PERSONAL
FRIEND...
ALLOW ME TO INTRODUCE
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HI, ONUS... IM
CALLING FROM
CAMP.. THINK
I'M IN LOVE...

(OUIRE ALWAYS
IN LOVE,CHARLIE
BROWN WHO 15
IT Ti-115 TIME'?

I DON'T KNOW
14ER NAME,BUT
SHE'S THE
PRETTIEST LITTLE
GIRL I'VE EVER SEEN

1 Declare to be
illegal
4 Lama's chant
6 Face shapes
11 Slip away
13 Landscaping
shrub
14 Battery size
15 Toys with tails
17 Desdemona's

WHAT ABOUT TNE LITTLE
RED-HAIRED GIRL
YOU'RE ALWAY5 BROODING
ABOUT'?
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44
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fever
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manuscript
57 Sodium.
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60 Fixing a seam
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63 Time thy
64 Mountain curve
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29 Busy loafing
31 Not sad
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movie
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Farm
Nursery crop program
Successful nursery crop production is an intensive business that
requires precision in fertilization, pruning, irrigation, and pest management in order to produce quality plant material. On Tuesday, August 3
the University of Kentucky is sponsoring a program titled: 1PM: Practical Techniques for
Nursery Crops here in Calloway County. The
program will benefit nursery crop producers,
landscape technicians, arborists, and retailers.
There are 2 general and 1 category specific (category 3, 10. 12, & 191 pesticide CEUs and 5
Certified Arborist CEUs.
Registration is 7:30-8:00 am at the Farm
Bureau
on Hwy 121 bypass. The meeting
Extension room is office
on the left side of the building as you
Notes
drive in. The program is divided into two pans.
By Lloyd
The momilig session will feature speakers coverWeatherly
ing various topics. Bill McElhannon of Harrel's
Calloway County Inc. will discuss container and pot in pot iwigaAgriculture
non and how it relates talertilization. Dr. Ted
Extension Agent Bilderback, North Carolina State University
Extension Specialist will discuss nursery pruning
for quality. Dr. Christine Casey. NCSU Extension Entomologist, will
provide an invasive insect update.
Alter lunch we will go to Paschall Nursery for field experience. Bill
Bodnai-uk, grower at ion's Nursery, will give tips to growers on integrated pest management in nursery production. Dr. Casey will then discuss nursery insect identification and control.
We're fortunate to have these specialists here in West Kentucky.
Ans one interested is invited to attend.
NURSERY UPDATE The University Of Kentucky Department Of
Horticulture has a web site dedicated to the nursery industry. Nursery
Update provides information about a variety of topics related to containerized and field grown plants. Amy Fulcher. Extension Horticulture
Associate, manages the site. For instance, the last Update. June 30.
2004 discusses yellow leaves in containerized plants as the discoloration relates to pH, fertilization and electrical conductivity (EC)
which is a reading of the soluble salts from the fertilizer. The May.
2004 Update included information on scale insects and leafhoppers and
their control. Much of the information in Nursery Update is geared
toward producers in the Kentucky West Nursery Cooperative but others
in the nursery industry will find it useful also. The web address is:
http://www.ca.uky.edufHLA/Dunwell/KHC/NurseryUpdate.htmIRUpdat

Beans to Blossoms places in contest
FRANKFORT, Ky.
A local 11111Prom'
County,"
garden center has won second place
Agriculture
in the Kentucky Department of
Commissioner
Agriculture's Retail Garden Center
Richie Farmer
Display Contest.
said. "All the
Beans to Blossoms, located at
participants are
1437 Bethel Road, shared the $550
to be commendaward with Allyson's Greenhouse in
ed for their creBerry. Top prize of $1,000 was
ativity and their
awarded td Boone Gardiner Garden
dedication
to
Center in Louisville.
Farmer
using Kentucky
Placing third were centers in
Proud nursery
Richmond. Clearfield, and Frankfort plants. Kentucky Proud plants are
who each took home $100.
likely to do better because they are
"The top six awards,Jepresect better suited to Kentucky's soil and
Kentucky garden centers from .climate.
Rowan County to Calloway
"We encourage consumers to

look for the Kentucky Proud logo at
their locial garden centers."
Participating garden centers were
required to showcase their displays
for at least 10 consecutive days during May. They each received a free
Kentucky Proud banner and signage
for use in the displays.
They submitted pictures of their
displays and a written summary that
included the Kentucky-grown items
they used and where they came
from.
They Kentucky Department of
Agriculture's Office for Agriculture
Marketing and Product Promotion
judged the 20 entries based on the

use of Kentucky-grown plant material(50 percent), promotional efforts
to sell Kentucky Proud (30 percent),
the variety of plants featured (10
percent) and creativity (10 percent).
Beans to Blossoms, a growing
nursery/greenhouse business, grows
95 percent of their plant material
they retail to the public.
They specialize in heirloom
flowers, antique roses and organically grown produce in season.
In addition, they catty a wide
selection of herbs, fresh cut flowers,
herbal soaps and a large selection of
items for fall such as pumpkins and
gourds.

Ohio looks at tobacco alternative

Pride and Joy

COLUMBUS, Ohio — A dramatic drop in the value of tobacco
and a possible buyout being mulled
by Congress are factors in Ohio
farmers' decisions to find alternatives to the crop.
"We'll never be able to fully
recover," said tobacco farmer Todd
Raines. "But it's the uncertainty of
it that people are ready to put behind
them. You never know what's going
to happen from one year to the
next."
The U.S. Senate approved a plan
recently that would pay tobacco
farmers nationwide $12 billion to
give up federal quotas limiting how
much tobacco they can sell. That
also would effectively end price
controls, and an industry official
said about half the nation's 100,000
growers might give up tobacco
farming altogether.
Ohio produced nearly 10 million
pounds of tobacco worth about

C

0111ER USEFUL WEB SIRES: Another web site that covers' a lot of
ground NA ith i '.army ot useful information is the UK College of
,Agriculture Kentucky Pest News. This comprehensive site deals with
pests of row crops. fruits and vegetables, ornamentals and shade trees.
humans and miscellaneous pests. The information is timely with discussions of problems that are currently on going or expected to occur.
The first issue in July had information on soybean rust, fungicide failures in commercial vegetable crops, chiggers and large bugs of summer. The web address is: http://www.uky.edu/Agriculture/kpn/kpnhome.htm
Weather, obviously affects us all. Each county extension office has a
home page and linked to that page is a weather site that gives county
information on a number of items including weather summary, seven
day forecast, agriculture forecast, and historical facts. Go to
http://ces.ca.uky.edu/calloway/weather to view the site. The site is a
joint service of the UK Ag Weather Center and the National Weather
Service.

•

$17.2 million in 2002, according to
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
The state is the eighth-largest producer in the country.
But in 1997 the state's crop was
worth $34.3 million, according to
federal statistics. Raines' family
already has started raising livestock
and opened a greenhouse to diversify. And 58-year-old Bill Faught,
who once grew 150,000 pounds of
tobacco a year in Brown County,
now produces about 7,000 pounds.
He said it's a combination of his
age and regulations.
Much of Ohio's tobacco is
grown in southern counties along
the Ohio River. The decrease in
production already is being felt
there. Brown County, for example,
grew 2.8 million pounds in 2000
compared to 7.96 million three
years earlier, according to the county extension service.

Acceptance Capital
Photo provided

Clyde Rowland of Bethel Road in Murray stands in his
patch of blackberry vines that he planted about 13 years
ago. They are the tame variety with no stickers. All of the
berries the Rowlands do not use are given away. Last year
Rowland gave away 63 gallons and three quarts. He takes
good care of the vines and said ''they are my pride and
joy."
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*BEEN TOLD -pio" BY OTHERS? GIVE US A CALL OR COME BY OUR OFFICE
• WE HAVE PROGRAMS THAT Ai LOW US TO S&I 'YES" TO YOUR HOME
PURCHASE OR REFIN AWL * MO MONEY UP FRONT!
* CALL OR CONS BY TODAY FOR YOUR FREE PRE-APPROVAL!
COME BY TODAY AT 632 SOt TH 4TH STREET,MURRAY, KY
OR CALL 276.753-7665.TOLL FREE 888.246-4093

$4;
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CITY OF
MURRAY RESIDENTS
Free Appliance Disposal
July 27th, 28th, 29th & 30th
From 7:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Murray Recycling - 201 Woods Street

Industry Sponsored
Field Day

(Off of S. 4th St. Beside Wee Care Daycare)

FREE!!! FREE!!!

Tuesday, July 27th • 4:30 p.m.
MSLI West Farm Complex
AGENDA;
4:30 - Update on Soybean Asian Rust Disease
Dr. Melvin Newman
4:50 - 6:30 - Tours and Updates
6:30 - Sponsored Meal
Come view over 50 corn and soybean varieties and numerous
herbicide and fungicide treatments and experimental trials.

Murray State University
"Excellence in Agriculture"

Residents of the City of Murray can take any old appliances to
Murray Recycling and they will be disposed of for free. Stoves,
refrigerators, freezers, washers and dryers will be accepted.
Refrigerators and freezers must be out of Freon!!! The City
of
Murray Sanitation Department will be providing FREE pickup service on Wednesday the 28th and Friday the 30th. You MUST call
the
Sanitation Department to schedule a pickup.

ALL APPLIANCES MUST BE AT THE STREET!!!
For additional information or to set up a pickup please
contact the Sanitation Department at 762-0380.

